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Introduction 

This Chair’s statement concerns the Smart Pension Master Trust (the Scheme). I am required 
to make this statement to explain the steps taken by the Trustee, with help from our 
professional advisers, to meet governance standards which have been in place since April 2015 
and which were reinforced with the requirement for master trust pension schemes to seek and 
maintain authorised status from The Pensions Regulator in 2019. 

This statement relates to the accounting period from 1 July 2020 to 30 June 2021 (the Scheme 
Year) and includes more recent information where available.  

The Trustee of the Scheme is EC2 Master Limited (the Trustee); this is a corporate Trustee 
which has a board of (currently) five directors. Two of these directors are professional trustee 
companies and three are individual professional trustees. For much of this Scheme Year there 
were four directors. The fifth director, Nikesh Patel, was appointed with effect from 1 April 
2021. 

The Chair of the Trustee is Capital Cranfield Pension Trustees Limited (CCPTL). I, Andrew 
Cheseldine, was appointed to represent CCPTL with effect from September 2017. The Scheme 
is a master trust, sponsored by Smart Pension Limited (Smart). 

The Trustee is legally required to act in your interests and is committed to ensuring that the 
Scheme meets high standards. As in the previous reporting period, there have been some 
significant and exciting developments for the Scheme, and we have also had to deal with the 
continuing effects of the Covid-19 pandemic; we have been busy working to ensure that we 
maintain and build on these high standards and I welcome this opportunity to explain what we 
have been doing. 

As the Trustee of a very large pension Scheme we have a lot of areas of responsibility and to 
make it easier for us to carry out our duty, we operate four sub-committees. These cover the 
key areas of: 

● Operations - the administration of the Scheme, including the collection, recording and 
investing of contributions, accounting and the payment of benefits. 

● Investment - providing you with secure, appropriate and effective investments for 
your savings. 

● Communications - ensures that our communications are clear, compliant and 
engaging. 

● Risk and Governance - makes sure that the Scheme is properly run, compliant with 
legislation and that no unnecessary risks are taken with your savings. 

We have also established an interim working group in June 2021 to help us and Smart Pension 
Limited (Smart) ensure that we meet our regulatory duties and requirements for compliance 
with the Taskforce on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) regulations. This working 
group will remain in place until at least the last quarter of 2021. 
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We believe that this structure of sub-committees and working groups enables us to distribute 
our workload more effectively and to maintain the efficient running of the Scheme as it grows.  

We hold regular meetings where we receive and review information, discuss and consider 
papers and reports, and make decisions affecting the running of the Scheme. Before the start 
of the Covid-19 pandemic, the full Trustee board met four times a year, with each sub-
committee also meeting four times a year. 

The Trustee have met at least monthly, with sub-committees meeting at least quarterly.  All 
meetings during the course of the Scheme Year under review have been held virtually, and we 
continue to do so into the 2021/22 Scheme Year.  

We have met as a full Trustee board 27 times in the Scheme Year; three of these meetings 
were training days, two were supervisory meetings with The Pensions Regulator. The 
remainder were formal Board meetings to discuss ‘business as usual’ or new initiatives being 
considered and launched within the Scheme. The sub-committees also met a total of 24 times 
with each sub-committee meeting six times. 

Since the end of the Scheme Year, we have continued a more regular basis of meetings, with 
the full board typically meeting monthly for a shortened extraordinary meeting and quarterly 
for a more detailed meeting. Each sub-committee also meets at least quarterly. Additional 
meetings are arranged as required. 

There have been four key events which have impacted the Scheme during the Scheme Year. 

1. Change to the charging structure: as reported in last year’s Statement, a change was 
made to the charging structure for Series 1 members - these represent the bulk of the 
Scheme’s membership. Before 1 December 2020, an annual management charge of 
0.75% was taken from the value of a member’s fund. No other charges were levied. 
From 1 December 2020, this was changed to a new charging structure whereby the 
annual management charge is 0.3% of a member’s fund, plus a monthly fee of £1.25.  

2. Investment strategy: following the decision to implement our new strategic asset 
allocation (SAA) for the default investment strategy (as reported on in last year’s 
Statement), we made a further change to the underlying funds, introducing the MV 
Dual Credit Fund to provide part of the 20% allocation to alternative assets. This fund 
was introduced from March 2021. Alongside this, we continue to move the assets into 
the new SAA – this is expected to be completed during the 2021/22 year. 

3. Smart Retire: in May 2021 we were very pleased to launch our market-leading 
decumulation solution, Smart Retire. This allows our members who wish to start to 
draw money from their pension fund to do so, without having to transfer to a personal 
policy. Smart Retire offers members a choice of up to four different ‘retirement 
investment pots’ which allow both the continued investment of the pension fund and 
the ability to draw tax free cash and a flexible income from the pots as and when 
required. 
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4. Covid-19: the Covid-19 global pandemic has continued to affect our working practices 
and those of our members and their employers. I am pleased to report that the Trustee: 

a. Worked with Smart as the Scheme Funder and the Administrator to continue 
to be able to maintain operations virtually seamlessly despite the continued 
requirement for the majority of staff to work from home.  

b. Invest in a diversified investment strategy meaning our default funds have 
continued to perform well despite the turbulent markets.  

c. Continued to hold more regular meetings than before the pandemic, working 
hard to ensure that the Scheme and its members benefited from ‘business as 
usual’ operations.  

d. Introduced options for members and employers to temporarily suspend 
payment of contributions, to accommodate financial strains and the 
government furlough scheme. 

We have also continued to undertake all necessary tasks and reporting to maintain our status 
as an authorised master trust. An authorised status demonstrates that: 

● the directors of the Trustee and the senior management at Smart are fit and proper 
persons to run a master trust. 

● a detailed business plan for the Scheme is maintained. 
● The Scheme has adequate financial reserves. 
● the Scheme and Smart have developed an appropriate continuity strategy. This is a 

high-level strategy which will be adopted if there is a ‘triggering event’ which may 
indicate that the Scheme cannot continue to operate. 

● our Scheme systems and processes are robust, ensuring that the Scheme is run 
effectively. 

We have also seen further significant growth within the Scheme over the Scheme Year, even 
in these difficult times, with membership numbers increasing by c160,000 and assets more 
than doubling in value.  

The latest version of this statement is made available to members online via our website and is 
also signposted in member benefit statements. 

1. Investment arrangements 

Default investment arrangement 
The default investment arrangement is provided for those members who do not choose an 
investment option (although members can also choose to invest in it). At the end of June 2021 
approximately 99.6% of Scheme members had their contributions and funds invested in the 
default investment arrangement. 

The Scheme now has four default investment arrangements, depending on the membership: 
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● the Smart default investment arrangement (the Smart Growth: Moderate). This applies 
to the majority of the membership. 

● the ex-GenLife default investment arrangement – provided for those members who 
transitioned from the GenLife Master Trust. 

● the ex-Tesco default investment arrangement – provided for those deferred members 
who transitioned from the Tesco Money Purchase Scheme in March 2020. 

● the Barclays default investment arrangement - provided for those members who join 
the Barclays section of the Scheme. This was introduced from June 2021.  

In addition to these defaults, funds were transferred into the Scheme from the Welplan master 
trust in December (as reported in the previous Statement). These funds were temporarily 
transferred into the same default strategy used by the Welplan Scheme for a short period of 
time, before being transitioned to the Smart default investment arrangement. This created a 
short-term default arrangement - the ex-Welplan default investment arrangement. 

Setting an appropriate investment strategy 
We set the investment strategy for the Scheme’s default arrangements. As Trustee, we know 
that members have different attitudes to risk and different aims for their retirement savings. 
When choosing the investment strategy, we have therefore taken into account (amongst other 
things): 

● the kinds of investments to be held. 

● the balance between different kinds of investments. 

● Investment risks. 

● the expected return on investments. 

● realisation of investments and liquidity. 

● Environmental, Social and Governance (or ESG) risks such as the effect of climate 
change on the investments.  

Members have typically been automatically enrolled into the Scheme by their employer with 
the minimum contributions being made to comply with automatic enrolment legislation. The 
expectation is that the majority of members will partially access their retirement savings by 
taking a cash lump sum and then use the balance for a mixture of income and capital protection 
in retirement. 

The Smart default investment strategy effective during the Scheme Year is summarised below.  

The strategy changes the types of assets in a member’s account as the member gets closer to 
accessing their retirement savings (we call this a lifestage arrangement - this type of strategy 
is also often referred to as a lifestyle arrangement). We acknowledge that members will have 
different attitudes to risk and different aims for accessing their retirement savings, and so it is 
not possible to offer a single default investment option that will be suitable for all. 
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However, we believe that the lifestage arrangement represents a suitable default investment 
option for members who do not make a choice about how their contributions (and those made 
on their behalf by their employer) are invested, taking into account: 

● the demographic profile of the Scheme’s membership. 

● Likely benefit choices at retirement. 

● investment risks. 

● expected return on investments. 

● Realisation of investments. 

● Environmental, Social and Governance (or ESG) risks such as the effect of climate 
change on the investments.  

In light of this, the Smart default investment strategy seeks to obtain a long-term, inflation-
protected return. It does this by investing largely in passively managed equities whilst the 
member is in the growth phase of their savings journey. When the member reaches an age 
eight years before their selected retirement age (age 57 based on a retirement age of 65), the 
strategy progressively switches into lower-risk, income-producing assets such as bonds and 
other fixed income products, and into cash. This is known as the de-risking phase. 

Growth phase 
The table shows the spread of assets across different investment funds for the growth phase 
of the Smart default strategy (our Strategic Asset Allocation - SAA). This asset spread was 
introduced from April 2020 with further enhancements being made from March 2021 and is 
being implemented - this is expected to complete during the 2021/22 year. The actual spread 
of the assets at the end of the Scheme Year was different as we remain (at the time this 
statement was signed off) partway through the transition to the asset spread shown. 

Fund name Asset Class 
Smart growth Moderate 

(default) 

LGIM Future World North 
America Equity Index Fund 

Equity 36% 

LGIM Future World UK Equity 
Index Fund 

Equity 19% 

LGIM Future World Europe ex 
UK Equity Index Fund 

Equity 8% 

LGIM Future World Japan 
Equity Index Fund 

Equity 6% 

LGIM Future World Emerging 
Markets Equity Index Fund 

Equity 5% 
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LGIM Global Developed Small 
Cap Fund 

Equity 4% 

LGIM Future World Asia 
Pacific ex Japan Equity Index 
Fund 

Equity 2% 

JPM Global Bond 
Opportunities Fund 

Fixed income 10% 

MV Dual Credit Fund Fixed Income 10% 

Total  100% 

De-risking phase 
The chart below shows how we automatically move your money into different investments as 
you get closer to retirement. This chart is for the Smart default investment strategy (charts for 
other strategies can be found in Appendix 2). Details of the underlying funds can be found in 
our Statement of Investment Principles (included as Appendix 3). 

 

The other default investment strategies follow different approaches.  

● The ex-GenLife default makes use of a single investment fund (the LGIM Diversified 
Fund) and does not use a lifestage approach. 
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● The ex-Tesco default makes use of a lifestage arrangement but on a different basis to 
the Smart default. It targets a different investment strategy at retirement age and has 
a different period over which de-risking takes place.  

● The Barclays default also makes use of a lifestage arrangement but on a different 
basis to the Smart default. It targets a different investment strategy at retirement age 
and has a different period over which de-risking takes place.  

Full details of these strategies can be found in your Investment Guide (if you are an ex-GenLife, 
ex-Tesco or Barclays member) and in Appendix A of our Statement of Investment Principles 
(appended to this Statement as Appendix 3). 

Reviews of the default arrangements  

Investment performance 
The investment performance of each of the default arrangements is reviewed at least quarterly. 
Investment performance reporting and progress on the transition to the new SAA is provided 
on a quarterly basis by both Smart’s Chief Investment Officer and our own investment adviser, 
Hymans Robertson. This performance reporting is reviewed by the Investment Sub-Committee 
at their meetings and also by the full board at the next relevant Trustee board meeting. During 
the last Scheme Year, the Investment Sub-Committee received and reviewed the performance 
at meetings held on 22 July 2020, 10 September 2020, 15 October 2020, 19 November 2020, 
2 March 2021 and 10 May 2021. The full board reviewed the performance at meetings held 
on 25 September 2020, 25 November 2020, 26 March 2021 and 24 June 2021. 

The investment performance remained consistent with the aims and objectives of the 
respective default strategies, despite suffering losses in March 2020 as a result of market 
uncertainties brought about by the global Covid-19 pandemic. 

Suitability - Smart Default Strategy - accumulation 
We reviewed the ongoing suitability of the default arrangement, including asset allocation 
boundaries and elements of the underlying investment funds in September 2020. This resulted 
in our agreeing revised asset allocation tolerances within the strategic asset allocation and the 
introduction of a new investment fund to help meet our investment in alternative asset classes. 
These changes were implemented during Q4 2020 and Q1 2021. 

As reported last year and mentioned earlier, we are in the process of moving to a new default 
asset spread, as shown in the chart on the previous page. This transition followed a review of 
the suitability of the default strategy which took place in Q1 2020. The implementation process 
to move the default asset allocation for the growth phase to ESG equities began in April 2020 
and continues. Following the end of the Scheme Year and a further review, a decision has been 
taken to accelerate the transition to the new asset spread, with an interim holding in the LGIM 
Diversified Fund (see below) in place of UK equity holdings, to help achieve this. It is expected 
that this will be completed by the start of 2022.   

Once the new asset spread is achieved, we will have met our objective to have 76% of the 
Smart default arrangement invested in funds which meet our stated environmental, social and 
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governance (ESG) objectives. As we move through the 2021/22 year, we are further reviewing 
some of the underlying funds on the Smart default arrangement and the self-select fund range 
to ensure that we invest in funds which continue to meet our ESG and responsible investment 
objectives. A copy of our Responsible Investment Policy and Climate Policy can be found on 
the Smart Pension website. 

We reported last year that we had made a decision to change the Smart default investment 
strategy to start the de-risking from equities to a more diversified strategy at eight years before 
retirement. This now happens for individual members as they reach their 57th birthday 
(assuming a retirement age of 65). The strategy at retirement reflects the underlying 
investment approach used to support Smart Retire (our decumulation solution - see below). 
Members who were already within four years of their retirement age at April 2020 remain on 
the previous four-year de-risking strategy. 

We are also pleased to report that a further enhancement to this process has been 
implemented during the Scheme Year with a move from annual lifestage fund switching to 
quarterly fund switching, to smooth the de-risking process.  

Suitability - Smart Default Strategy - decumulation 
As mentioned earlier, Smart Retire, our innovative decumulation solution was launched in May 
2021. The suitability of the underlying funds was ratified at this time. This solution allows a 
member to remain invested in the Scheme when they reach their selected retirement age but 
to also draw a pension income as and when they need to. Smart Retire offers members the 
choice of up to four different investment ‘pots’ in which to invest their monies but these do 
not form part of our default arrangements. You can find further details of the investment funds 
used for Smart Retire in Appendix C of our SIP (appended to this Statement as Appendix 3). 

Suitability - Ex-GenLife default 
In order to provide consistency of investment options for members who transitioned from the 
GenLife Master Trust (GLMT), this section currently offers a default investment fund (the LGIM 
Diversified Fund) that seeks a long-term, inflation-protected return through investment in a 
wide range of assets (where the allocation between assets is reviewed on an annual basis) 
within a multi-asset fund. 

The objectives described above under ‘Setting an appropriate investment strategy’ also apply 
to the GLMT section of the Trust. As reported in my previous Statement, we considered the 
continued suitability of the GLMT default investment strategy during the 2019/20 year and 
concluded that ex-GenLife members investing in the LGIM Diversified Fund should be 
transitioned to the Smart default investment strategy. The transitioning of the members’ funds 
did not happen during the Scheme Year and therefore we reconsidered the suitability of the 
fund and the transition process in March 2021. This review ratified our decision to transition 
the funds but led to a revision in the methodology of the transition, as outlined above. We 
expect this to happen at the start of 2022. 
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Suitability - Ex-Tesco default 
The members that transitioned from the Tesco Money Purchase Scheme in March 2020 follow 
a different default strategy which mirrors that in place under the Tesco Retirement Saving Plan 
(TRSP). Members have the option of choosing instead to use the Smart default strategy or our 
range of self-select investment funds. 

The use of a ‘mirrored’ TRSP strategy has introduced an additional layer of governance for us 
as Trustee. We are informed of the investment strategy used by the Trustee of the TRSP and 
of any proposed changes. We then take our own formal investment advice to confirm whether 
the strategy is or remains suitable for the ex-Tesco members in our Scheme. We are able to 
adopt a different strategy if our advisers believe that this would be in the best interests of 
these members. 

We monitor the performance of the Tesco default funds at least quarterly alongside the Smart 
default and self-select investment funds. The suitability of the ex-Tesco default arrangement 
was reviewed in January and February 2020 before the membership was transitioned to the 
Scheme. The arrangement uses a different fund and lifestage strategy to the main Smart default 
arrangement, which whilst also being diversified across different asset classes, follows a 20-
year de-risking glidepath. It has an investment objective for the growth phase of CPI +4% per 
annum. We monitor and review the suitability of the ex-Tesco arrangement for the 
membership cohort in this section. We undertook a high-level review between June and 
August 2020 following a proposal by the Trustee of the TRSP to change the underlying asset 
allocation of several of the investment funds. The Trustee of the TRSP decided not to go ahead 
with their proposed changes given cost considerations and the market volatility at the time 
making it inappropriate to introduce multi-factor equities. We deemed the proposed strategy 
to remain suitable and therefore agreed not to implement these changes.  

Statement of Investment Principles 
The Statement of Investment Principles (SIP) was revised a number of times during the Scheme 
Year for compliance reasons and to reflect the changes made to the investment strategies. The 
latest version is available on our member and public websites (including smartpension.co.uk). 
A copy of the current version of the SIP is included as Appendix 3 to this Statement. 

Alternatives to the default arrangements 
As a member, you have the option of choosing not to use our default arrangements but to 
invest in one of our alternative lifestage strategies or choose from our range of self-select 
funds.  

We offer lifestage strategies targeting the same outcome as the default (flexible income / 
drawdown), targeting a guaranteed income (annuity) and targeting cash. We have provided 
details of the de-risking phase profiles for these different strategies in Appendix 2. All of these 
strategies can be used with higher risk, moderate risk or lower risk profiles (the default strategy 
targets flexible income with a moderate risk profile). These do not apply to ex-Tesco or Barclays 
members. 
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Barclays members have access to five multi-asset risk-profiles funds. These Barclays Wealth 
Global Markets funds are rated from one to five with four and five targeting the highest level 
of risk. 

Ex-Tesco members have access to two lifestyle funds in addition to the default (Drawdown 
and Regular Income Options) and a self-select list of funds detailed in the Investment Guide 
and listed in the charge section of this statement. 

We reported in last year’s Statement that we had agreed to introduce the Smart Diversified 
Fund as an additional self-select investment fund. This is the same fund as the LGIM Diversified 
Fund, previously used by the ex-GenLife members only and it was intended to be introduced 
following the transition from it of the ex-GenLife members. We have now reconsidered the 
decision and have decided not to introduce this fund. This is because the fund does not meet 
our ESG objectives and will impact our ability to meet our responsible investment targets. 

If members wish to make their own investment asset allocation decisions it is possible for them 
to choose investment funds from the following range (some of these may not be available 
under all charging series, including ex-Tesco): 

● Smart UK FTSE 100 Equity Index Fund. 

● Smart World (ex UK) Developed Equity Index Fund. 

● Smart All Stocks Index Linked Gilt Fund. 

● Smart North America Equity Index Fund. 

● Smart Cash Fund. 

● Smart Overseas Bond Index Fund – GBP Hedged. 

● Smart Income Fund. 

● Smart World Emerging Markets Equity Index Fund. 

● Smart Shariah Fund. 

● Smart Ethical Global Equity Index Fund. 

● Smart Annuity Fund. 

In addition to these funds, we offer a range of ‘blended funds’, made up from funds within our 
individual fund range. We use some of these in our default investment strategies outlined 
above. Where these are not included in an investment strategy, they are available as a self-
select fund (except for ex-Tesco and Barclays members). 

● Smart Growth: Moderate Risk Fund.  

● Smart Growth: Higher Risk Fund. 

● Smart Growth: Lower Risk Fund. 

● Smart De-Risking Fund. 

● Smart Lower Risk Fund. 
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● Smart Future Fund. 

Suitability - self-select fund range 
We began a review of the appropriateness of the self-select fund range in March 2021 with 
our investment adviser, Hymans Robertson. This review remains ongoing and is expected to 
be concluded by the end of 2021. 

Expert advice 
We are advised by Hymans Robertson LLP on investment matters, who are appropriately 
qualified experts. The day-to-day selection of the underlying investment stocks, bonds and 
investments is delegated to our investment managers, Legal & General Investment 
Management, HSBC (for the Shariah Fund), JP Morgan and MV Credit Partners (for the MV 
Dual Credit Fund). The investment managers are authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority. 

Environmental, Social and Governance considerations 
The majority of our members are invested in our default investment strategy which initially 
invests in the Smart Growth - Moderate Risk Fund, which has 71% of all investments in specific 
sustainable funds. These funds invest relatively more in companies with strong environmental, 
social and governance (ESG) credentials, including from a carbon footprint and green revenues 
perspective, and less in those who are doing less well in these areas. 

Members may alternatively self-select to invest in one of our Environmental, Social and 
Governance (ESG) funds:   

● The Smart Ethical Fund invests along ethical lines and has some specific exclusions.   

● The Smart Future Fund tilts its holdings towards companies with strong ESG scores 
and away from those with poor ESG scores.   

The Trustee obtains and periodically reviews fund managers’ sustainable investment policies, 
ensures that fund managers are aligned with the Red Line Voting Initiative, are, or are working 
towards becoming, signatories of the UN Principles for Responsible Investment and the UK 
Stewardship Code. The Trustee expects the platform provider to monitor adherence of their 
investment managers to stated voting and engagement policies and engage with managers 
where concerns are identified. 

We report on how our fund managers are exercising their voting rights in our Implementation 
Statement, a copy of which is included as Appendix 4. 

Monitoring performance 
We monitor the performance of the investment funds (including those in the default 
investment arrangements) against agreed benchmarks and consider whether the performance 
is consistent with our investment strategy. Investment performance is considered at least 
quarterly by both the Investment Sub-Committee and the full Trustee board. The ISC will bring 
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any issues to the attention of the full Board immediately should they have any concerns. If 
there are any concerns in relation to deviation from the benchmark, meetings will be held 
between the Trustee and the investment manager to understand why performance wasn’t as 
expected and to consider any changes that might need to be made. During the Scheme Year 
this has not been necessary. From the 2021/22 year we will also meet with the investment 
managers at least annually as part of our monitoring and good governance processes. We met 
with Legal & General Investment Management and Natixis during the Scheme Year and issued 
(and received responses back) detailed stewardship questions to all of our investment 
managers. These responses were also reviewed by the Trustee. 

Our Investment advisers report to us in respect of any concerns they have in regard to either 
our investment strategy or the underlying fund managers. These reviews are proactive and 
would include concerns not immediately obvious by way of performance, for instance change 
in staffing, structure or culture at the respective managers. The regular reviews also include 
consideration of potential future additions or changes to our strategies, such as the changes 
outlined above under the heading ‘Smart default strategy’. 

Further information in relation to the investment strategy 
and investment objectives 
Further details in relation to the investment strategy and investment objectives of the default 
arrangements are recorded in the Statement of Investment Principles. 

Security of members’ investments 
The security of members’ investments is very important to us. The Scheme invests via a Legal 
& General investment platform in funds where the manager is authorised and regulated in the 
UK. Where investments are held directly with the manager, they are subject to protection by 
custodian or depositary arrangements and ultimately covered by the Financial Services 
Compensation Scheme (FSCS). The Legal & General investment platform is covered by the 
FSCS. Underlying Legal & General funds on the platform will also be covered. However, funds 
of third-party managers - HSBC, Barclays Wealth, JP Morgan and MV Credit (the latter two 
both form part of the default investment strategy) may not be. That being said we are satisfied 
that Legal & General has alternative protections in place for these funds on their platform.  We 
keep the security of investments under regular review. 

2. Charges and transaction costs paid by members 

We need to explain the charges and transaction costs (the costs of buying and selling 
investments in the Scheme) which are paid by members rather than the employers. We have 
taken account of and complied with statutory guidance when preparing this section.  

Where information about member transaction costs is not available, we have to make this clear 
to you together with an explanation of what steps we are taking to obtain the missing 
information. We were able to obtain details of the transaction costs across all of the funds. 
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There are now six different charging structures within the Scheme, depending on the 
membership and the default investment strategy. These are referred to as Series 1, Series 2, 
Series 3, Series 4, ex-Tesco and Barclays. The level of charges applicable to the Scheme’s 
default arrangements during the Scheme Year were: 

● Series 1: From 1 December 2020, this charge is a flat per member fee of up to £1.25 
per month plus an annual investment management charge of 0.3% of assets under 
management. If a deferred member’s account value is less than or falls to below £100 
(assessed on a monthly basis), the monthly flat fee is not charged. Before 1 December 
2020, the charge was an annual investment management charge of 0.75% of assets 
under management - this is applicable to the majority of members using the Smart 
default investment arrangement (Smart Growth: Moderate Risk). This is referred to as 
Series 1 in the illustrations in Appendix 1.  

● Series 2: As noted above, the default investment arrangement for former GenLife 
Master Trust members is different. The charging structure for these members is also 
different because we wanted to maintain continuity as far as possible for these 
members when they transferred to the Scheme in 2016. The charges are: 

○ Plan 1 - A flat member charge of £1.50 per month plus an annual investment 
charge of 0.30%. 

○ Plan 2 - A flat member charge of £0.50 per month plus an annual investment 
charge of 0.30%. 

○ Plan 3 - An annual member charge of 0.30% with no monthly flat member 
charge. 

This is referred to as Series 2 in the illustrations in Appendix 1. We have based the 
illustrations on Plan 1. 

● Series 3: During the Scheme Year, an alternative charging structure was introduced by 
Smart in relation to the Smart default investment arrangement (the Smart Growth: 
Moderate). This structure applies a flat per member fee of up to £1.25 per month plus 
an annual investment charge of 0.25%. If a member’s account has fallen below £500 at 
the end of a Scheme Year, the monthly flat rate member fee for that Scheme Year will 
be rebated to the member’s account. This is referred to as Series 3 in the illustrations 
in Appendix 1.  

● Series 4: This is a charging structure introduced by Smart during the Scheme Year to 
accommodate the transitioning of relatively large master trust arrangements into our 
Scheme (for example, it applies to the ex-Welplan membership, as well as others). This 
is an annual charge of 0.45% of assets under management. The default investment 
arrangement is the same as for Series 1 (although the Welplan assets were initially 
transitioned into an alternative strategy before being moved to the main default). This 
is referred to as Series 4 in the illustrations in Appendix 1. 
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● Ex-Tesco: This is a charging structure introduced by Smart during the Scheme Year to 
accommodate the transitioning of a large number of members from another pension 
scheme into our Scheme. This has a dual charging basis made up of an annual 
management charge of 0.14% of assets under management, plus a fund management 
charge. For the default arrangement this is 0.17% of the fund value, reducing to 0.11% 
over the four years before retirement age.  This amounts to a total annual charge of 
0.31%, reducing to 0.25%. The default investment arrangement is referred to as the ex-
Tesco default. 

● Barclays: This is a new charging structure introduced by Smart from March 2021 to 
accommodate the new Barclays section of the Scheme. This has a charging basis made 
up of an annual management charge (plus any extra operating costs for specific funds 
which are added to the AMC to create a total expense ratio - TER) and a per member 
investment fee. The TER is 0.45% of assets under management. An investment fee of 
£12 per year is also deducted from members’ funds on a monthly basis. This does not 
apply when a member is no longer contributing and has a fund value of less than £100. 
The default investment arrangement is referred to as the Barclays section default.  

The amount charged to members, described above, is compliant with the charge cap for default 
funds set by the Government. 

The level of charges applicable to the funds offered under the Scheme which were not part of 
the Scheme’s standard default arrangements during the Scheme Year were as shown below. 
Quoted costs are calculated using the Total Expense Ratio (TER) basis. 

For Series 1  

● For the majority of funds - from 1 December 2020, this charge is a flat per member fee 
of £1.25 per month plus an annual investment charge of 0.3% of assets under 
management. If a deferred member’s account value is less than or falls to below £100 
(assessed on a monthly basis), the monthly flat fee is not charged. Before 1 December 
2020 the charge was an annual investment management charge of 0.75% assets under 
management. Some funds have a higher charge than 0.3% - details of these are below: 

- Smart World Emerging Markets Equity Index Fund  0.67% 
- Smart Overseas Bond Index Fund - GBP Hedged 0.40% 
- Smart Shariah Fund 0.58% 
- Smart Ethical Global Equity Index Fund 0.42% 

For Series 2 

● For the majority of funds - 0.3% assets under management plus a flat per member fee 
of up to £1.50 per month. Some funds have a higher charge - details of these are below: 

- Smart World Emerging Markets Equity Index Fund  0.67% 
- Smart Overseas Bond Index Fund - GBP Hedged 0.40% 
- Smart Income Fund 0.54% 
- Smart Shariah Fund 0.60% 
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- Smart Ethical Global Equity Index Fund 0.42% 

For Series 3 

● For the majority of funds - 0.25% assets under management plus a flat per member fee 
of up to £1.25 per month. If a member’s account has fallen below £500 at the end of a 
Scheme Year, the monthly flat rate member fee for that Scheme Year will be rebated 
to the member’s account. Some funds have a higher charge - details of these are below: 

- Smart World Emerging Markets Equity Index Fund  0.62% 
- Smart Overseas Bond Index Fund - GBP Hedged 0.35% 
- Smart Shariah Fund 0.55% 
- Smart Ethical Global Equity Index Fund 0.37% 

For Series 4 

● For the majority of funds - 0.45% assets under management. Some funds have a higher 
charge - details of these are below: 

- Smart World Emerging Markets Equity Index Fund  0.82% 
- Smart Overseas Bond Index Fund - GBP Hedged 0.55% 
- Smart Shariah Fund 0.75% 
- Smart Ethical Global Equity Index Fund 0.57% 

For ex-Tesco 

● For all funds there is an AMC of 0.14%. The fund management charge varies by fund 
and may be higher or lower than 0.17%, meaning that the total charge may be higher 
or lower than 0.31% of assets under management. The total charges are as shown 
below: 

- Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Lifestyle Investment Option  0.31% 
- Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Lifestyle Drawdown Option  0.31% 
- Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Lifestyle Regular Income Option  0.31% 
- Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Growth Fund  0.31% 
- Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Equity Fund 0.23% 
- Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Diversified Fund 0.52% 
- Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Corporate Bond Fund 0.21% 
- Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Nearly There Bond Fund 0.27% 
- Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Annuity Target Fund 0.21% 
- Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Index-Linked Gilts Fund 0.17% 
- Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Cash Fund 0.22% 
- Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Ethical Fund 0.29% 
- Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Shariah Fund 0.49% 

For Barclays section members 

● For all Barclays strategies and funds there is a TER of 0.45% of assets under 
management plus an investment fee of £12 per year deducted from members’ funds 
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on a monthly basis. If a deferred member’s account value is less than or falls to below 
£100 (assessed on a monthly basis), the monthly flat fee is not charged. The charges 
applying to these funds may be higher or lower than 0.45% and are shown below:  

- Smart UK FTSE 100 Equity Index Fund  0.30% 
- Smart World (ex. UK) Developed Equity Index Fund  0.30% 
- Smart North America Equity Index Fund  0.30% 
- Smart World Emerging Markets Equity Index Fund  0.67% 
- Smart Overseas Bond Index Fund - GBP Hedged  0.40% 
- Smart Ethical Global Equity Index Fund  0.42% 
- Smart Shariah Fund  0.60% 
- Smart Income Fund  0.54% 
- Smart Annuity Fund  0.30% 
- Smart Cash Fund  0.30% 
- Smart All Stocks Index-Linked Gilts Index Fund  0.30% 

Illustrations of the cumulative effects of charges and 
transaction costs  
We have included a number of tables in Appendix 1 showing the potential impact over time of 
the costs and charges borne by Smart members on projected benefit values at retirement in 
today’s money for typical members over a range of ages. All the illustrations share the following 
limitations:  

● The illustrated values are estimates using assumed rates of future investment returns 
and inflation which may not be borne out in practice. 

● The assumptions used in the illustrations may differ in the future to reflect changes in 
regulatory requirements or investment conditions. 

● The illustrated values may be affected by future changes to the Scheme’s investment 
options. 

● The growth assumption depends on how far members in the lifestage profiles are 
from retirement as the funds used change over time. 

● The illustrated values are not a guarantee and may not prove to be a good indication 
of how an individual member’s savings might grow. 

The assumptions used for all the illustrations are shown in tables 17 and 18 in Appendix 1. 

Transaction costs  
Smart have been in ongoing dialogue with the investment managers regarding the transaction 
costs that have been deducted from the funds by the investment manager. For example, 
transaction costs would be incurred when shares are bought or sold within the fund (e.g., UK 
Stamp Duty on shares or brokerage fees). 
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We have been provided with the costs by Legal & General Investment Management (LGIM). A 
table showing all of the funds and their respective transaction costs is provided in Appendix 5. 
These costs have been taken into account in the calculations shown in the tables in Appendix 
1. 

Some of these transaction costs are shown as negative. The FCA requires that implicit 
transaction costs are calculated using the ‘slippage method’. The slippage method calculates 
transaction costs by looking at the difference in the asset value before and after a transaction. 
There can be a difference in the time when the transaction is executed and when it enters the 
market. As such, if an investor is selling in a rising market, or buying in a falling market, the 
calculation will create a gain that may outweigh the other explicit transaction costs, resulting 
in a negative cost. Where transaction costs are negative within our calculations we have 
assumed those costs are zero as a measure of prudence. 

The figures in the tables shown in Appendix 5 allow us to assess how efficiently the funds are 
managed by the fund manager. In overseeing the Scheme investments, we also take into 
consideration charges brought about by the pricing mechanism for buying and selling units in 
the funds.  

The prices of the funds held on the LGIM investment platform that we use are calculated using 
a method called ‘single swing pricing’. This method is designed to ensure fair treatment for all 
investors in the fund and is the most widely used pricing method in the funds industry. The 
way it works is that all investors who are investing into a fund or taking money out of a fund 
are quoted the same price. That single price generally sits at a ‘mid-point’. However, when 
there are particularly large purchases, the price ‘swings’ up. The same process happens for 
withdrawals, where the price can then swing down. This makes sure that the dilution costs 
caused by these transactions are covered by those either entering into or exiting the fund and 
not by the fund’s investors. 

We are happy to report that we continue to ensure transparency in respect of transaction costs 
and together with our investment advisers, work with the asset managers to achieve this. Smart 
also uses Clearglass, a third-party provider, to independently analyse all of our funds and 
portfolios for compliance with the cost transparency rules.  

3. Good value for members 

When assessing whether the charges and transaction costs which are payable by members 
represent good value, we need to think about the investments, options and the benefits offered 
by the Scheme to members compared with other options available in the market. 

There is no legal definition of ‘good value’ and so the process of determining good value for 
members is a subjective one. We have received advice on how to assess good value from our 
advisers and considered regulatory guidance. 

As well as reporting on historic value criteria at the end of the Scheme Year, we have chosen 
to run the balanced scorecard assessment again after the Scheme Year end in the form of 
‘spider graph’ charts. This reflects data and analysis from the beginning of the Scheme Year 
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covered by this statement, i.e. from 1 July 2020 and takes account of the new member charges 
which came into effect from 1 December 2020. Our comments in step 4 below, ‘Evaluation’, 
unless otherwise noted, apply to the review conducted at 30 June 2021 (at the end of the 
Scheme Year). 

We used the following process, which builds upon the process used in previous years’ value 
for money assessment: 

Step 1: We collected information about the total benefits of 
Scheme membership and the total charges and transaction 
costs borne by members. 
We considered that the benefits of membership included (amongst other things): 

● Scheme funder covenant: the financial sustainability of the Scheme Funder (Smart 
Pension Limited) together with its commitment to the market. 

● Scheme design: the structure and flexibility for members to vary contributions and 
contribution tax relief. 

● Governance: good governance drives good outcomes. 

● Investment arrangements: investment performance, the design of the default 
arrangement and how this reflects the interests of members, and the range of 
investment options. 

● Projects: this covers specific developments designed to improve the benefits for 
members. We considered a number of projects and initiatives, including how the Covid-
19 pandemic was dealt with (and its impact on the Scheme), the take-on (transfers) of 
other pension arrangements into the Scheme and the transition to the new investment 
Strategic Asset Allocation as specific projects within this heading. 

● Administration: the efficiency of administration processes and the extent to which 
administrators meet their service level standards for the Scheme Year. 

● Communication: the quality of communications delivered to members. 

● At and past retirement services: the introduction of Smart Retire as the Scheme’s new 
retirement service. 

● Charges: how much the Scheme costs you, its members, is a key element affecting the 
outcomes at retirement. Smart introduced a new, lower charging structure with effect 
from 1 December 2020. We have made an allowance for this in our scoring. 

Step 2: Determine criteria for assessing value 
We identified and considered key elements of the management and running of the Scheme 
and benchmarked the Scheme under each of these against the wider pension marketplace, 
primarily the pension arrangements offered by our peer-group. We did this by drawing upon 
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our experience of this market, taking the views of our advisers into account and making use of 
independent and generic research that is available in the industry. 

We considered that the investment performance delivered to members in the context of the 
investment objectives was important. Against this we looked at what we thought members 
would value most highly, considering the profile of the membership, savings account size, 
membership status and level of engagement.  

We engaged with members on their views of the Scheme (for instance via Member webinars) 
and always welcome any further comments members wish to make in respect of this analysis. 
For areas such as administration, we reviewed how well service standards have been met, as 
well as the quality of the service provided to members and the features available to members 
to help them manage their pots. For communication we reviewed timeliness and accuracy 
alongside more subjective criteria such as the ‘readability’ of our communications and applied 
external metrics such as the Flesch-Kincaid reading age to form an objective view. 

We also re-considered the Value for Money benchmarks and scoring that were used for the 
Scheme Year ending 30 June 2021, with the following observations: 

● Governance – good governance drives good outcomes. This has been an area of 
concern in previous assessments. We have continued to build upon the work 
undertaken with Smart to improve processes and the overall governance, with the 
Smart governance team resource being significantly increased during the Scheme Year 
and in July 2021. The benefits of efficiently using the sub-committees to spread 
governance responsibilities continue to be self-evident. We significantly increased the 
number and frequency of meetings from the second quarter of 2020 - this has 
continued to a lesser degree throughout the Scheme Year, bringing efficiencies. We 
believe that the governance has continued to improve since the last review but that 
there still remains room for further improvements, with online risk register and new 
meeting management tools being considered for the 2021/22 year. 

● Scheme design – as noted in previous assessments and like many other occupational 
pension schemes, the Smart platform does not facilitate ‘relief at source’ tax relief. 
Whilst the onus is on an employer to choose a pension scheme for its employees that 
is the most appropriate, we remain aware of the potential tax implications for low 
earners who are auto enrolled into the Scheme and impacted by the tax relief basis 
used. We remain supportive of the work being carried out by Smart to continue to press 
the Government to address this anomaly and to consider the launch of a ‘relief at 
source’ facility to make this option available for members but recognise that this is not 
a decision for a Trustee board to make. 

● Covid-19 pandemic – the UK and global lockdowns continued to have wide-ranging 
impacts on employers and individuals throughout the Scheme year. Smart continued to 
operate via largely remote working with negligible effect on the day-to-day 
management and administration of the Scheme. We retained an increased meeting 
frequency over the Scheme year, with the full board meeting at least monthly. We also 
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introduced options for members and employers to temporarily suspend payment of 
contributions, to accommodate financial strains and the government furlough scheme. 

● Communications – strong communications are critical for member understanding and 
engagement. We aim to provide clear, easy to read and engaging communications 
across a variety of different media (online, hard copy, webinars) but recognise that more 
work needs to be done to further improve communications and member engagement. 

● Investment arrangements – this remains a key area of importance but we continue to 
consider these to be stable and well controlled. We have also used an independent firm, 
AgeWage, to benchmark the performance of our default arrangement against a 
common benchmark – see Step 4 later. 

● Charges – the level of charges can have a big impact on member outcomes. The Scheme 
has historically operated with a charging structure that is in line with the Government’s 
charges cap. However, charges have been reduced by Smart to a much lower level for 
the majority of members through the introduction of a revised charging structure from 
1 December 2020. 

Step 3: Compare the criteria with other schemes 
We sought information in relation to other similar schemes, such as charging structures, 
investment performance and service provision. In this area we considered both short term and 
long-term costs borne by members to properly reflect the differing market charge structures. 

Our analysis considered both ‘raw’ scores and those weighted against our current priorities (as 
informed by our member research). For instance, we take retirement options such as flexible 
drawdown into account for comparison purposes but currently give this a low weighting as 
very few of our members are likely to require such flexible options in the short to medium term. 
The highest weightings are given to investment, scheme design, governance, administration, 
communication and charges. 

Our weightings and therefore priorities for review will change over time as the demographics 
and needs of Scheme members evolve. 

Equally, we note that some areas such as financial sustainability are probably more important 
to employers than members (although still fundamental to the latter), therefore these areas 
have lower weightings as our aim in this section is to assess value for members. 

Finally, we evaluated the total benefits of membership and the total costs to members against 
what members told us they valued most. This provided us with an overall score for the Scheme 
which we benchmarked against alternative pension arrangements. 

Step 4: Evaluation 
The charts below show the results for both the ‘raw’ scores and the ‘weighted’ scores (higher 
scores being better). We compare the shaded area in each chart (representing the ‘benchmark 
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scores’) and the blue line within the chart area (representing the Scheme’s scores). By doing 
this, we can assess the Scheme’s performance in each of the membership benefits. 

The scores represent improvements across most of the areas analysed, compared to the 
previous year. Within the ‘Projects’ score, we analysed numerous projects and tasks which we 
undertook or were responsible for overseeing, including maintaining our authorised status, the 
impact of Covid, the detailed implementation of environmental, social and governance aspects 
to our investment portfolio, and the bulk take-on of members and assets from other schemes.   

 

As you can see, we believe that the Scheme scores favourably or in line with the benchmark, 
scoring higher than the benchmark for six out of the nine areas that we review. Based on this 
raw data analysis, we have identified the key areas for improvement as being Scheme design, 
at/past retirement services and project management.  

Applying our own weightings to the scores changes the shape of the chart to reflect the 
importance that we place on the different measures. On a weighted basis, we score ahead of 
the benchmark in four areas, and in line with the benchmark for a further four. 
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In addition to observations made under Step 2 above, we also took particular note of the 
following: 

Investment 

● We have assessed members’ investment returns and overall fund performance to 
ensure that the costs borne by the members are reasonable for each fund we offer 
under the Scheme taking into account the outcomes expected from the investments. 

● The use of passive (index-tracking) funds reduces active management risk for members. 

● The changes to the strategic asset allocation of the default fund agreed in the previous 
year have been partly implemented during the Scheme Year (and continue to be 
implemented). We have also further enhanced this SAA and introduced new tolerance 
ranges to the allocations to individual markets, to better reflect the perceived average 
risk and reward profile of our membership. These changes are expected to be fully 
implemented by the end of 2021. 

● The decision to increase the de-risking period under our default lifestage arrangement 
from four years to eight years has been implemented. 

● Investment arrangements are considered to be stable and well controlled. 

● The performance and value for money aspects of our default investment arrangement 
are also assessed by an independent firm, AgeWage, which reviews our arrangement 
and calibrates its returns against a performance benchmark index common to all 
individual defined contribution pension ‘pots’. The benchmark score is 50. We are 
pleased to report that our overall score was 55, ahead of the benchmark. This reflects 
an improvement on the previous year, which saw a score of 54.  
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AgeWage calculates the score by comparing the value of individual member pension 
pots in our Scheme against the value that would have been generated in AgeWage’s 
benchmark index (using index composition and performance statistics provided by 
Morningstar). It undertakes this comparison for all members in a dataset, using the rate 
of investment return made against all contributions from the point they were invested. 
This is referred to as the Internal Rate of Return (IRR). We provided anonymised data 
for members invested in the Smart default arrangement at 30 June 2021 – this resulted 
in analysis of nearly half a million members with combined assets of over £900m.  

● We continue to develop our Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) policies. 

Administration 

● Administration is carried out by our in-house administration team, Smart Governance 
Limited, with a number of the processes being sub-contracted to Link Pension 
Administration Limited. Processes continue to be developed in line with the growing 
membership and ever evolving customer needs. For example, in January 2021 a Fast 
Track small pot retirement claim process was introduced enabling members to make 
their claim over the telephone. In April 2021, the retirement proposition was extended 
with the launch of Smart Retire, a product enabling members to utilise their retirement 
income to take a flexible income, plan for a guaranteed income in later life, withdraw 
cash when needed and put some aside for inheritance. As part of a review of some of 
these needs, we have sub-contracted further customer facing services to Link Pension 
Administration Limited during the Scheme Year. The highly automated administration 
model handled the rapidly growing number of employers and members, and the issues 
of remote working with no significant issues. 

● Our approach to identifying and supporting vulnerable customers continues to be 
reinforced with refresher team training and regular review of operating procedures. 

● Google reviews continue to provide a transparent view of the customer experience. 
The score has remained at 4.3 stars – a very respectable score within the pensions 
market. Smart Governance Limited also implemented Trust Pilot reviews during the 
Scheme year with the number of reviews increasing and a score of 4.4. 

● GDPR is far more prominent and important to the integrity of Scheme data and 
embedded further into our processes with all breaches (however minor) logged and 
reported to us by our Data Protection Officer. 
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Scheme design 

● During the reporting period the Scheme offered member contribution tax relief via a 
‘net pay arrangement’. As noted above, we are aware of the issue this causes some low 
earners and remain supportive of the work of the sponsor to lobby the government to 
change its approach. This is an area that remained subject to review by the government 
through the period. On 27 October 22021 there was an announcement of the 
government's commitment to solving the net pay anomaly. We will continue to monitor 
the position and discuss with Smart how to deal with the implications of this review.  

Scheme governance 
● As mentioned earlier, we have continued our work on improving our governance 

structure over the Scheme Year with a move to more frequent, more focused meetings, 
both for the Board and the sub-committees. This allows us to track projects more easily, 
deal with ad hoc items and set our agendas to suit both immediate and longer-term 
requirements. 

● The governance resource within Smart has been increased during the Scheme Year (and 
into July 2021) to help better support us. 

● We maintain various documents and policies to help ensure that we remain fully 
compliant with governance best-practice. Keeping these up to date is an ongoing 
process and we continue to work with Smart to review and improve our key documents 
and policies. These projects have been running over the course of the Scheme Year and 
continue. 

● Following authorisation of the Scheme as a Master Trust on 29 August 2019 we have 
maintained our master trust authorisation status and the ongoing governance and 
management of this forms a key element of our ‘business as usual’ duties, supported by 
Smart. This status provides further reassurance as to the high standards of Scheme 
governance. Audits of the Scheme in accordance with the Master Trust Assurance 
Framework have been undertaken covering the periods 1 April 2018 to 30 September 
2019 and 1 October 2019 to 31 December 2020. Since 1 January 2021 we have been 
working under a new framework, more closely aligned to supervision requirements, and 
have reviewed our controls and processes to ensure that we meet all of the controls.  

● The Scheme continues to have the advantage of independent (non-affiliated) Trustee 
directors, a dedicated Scheme secretary and good professional advisers. The Scheme 
Year started with the Scheme having four directors, all of whom are non-affiliated. A 
fifth director was appointed on 1 April 2021, fulfilling our aim of having a board of five 
non-affiliated Trustee directors. 

● Capital Cranfield Pension Trustees Limited (CCPTL) remains in place as the Chair of the 
Board. Their appointment is on a non-affiliated basis. 
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● We carried out an exercise to evaluate the skillset of the Trustee board during the 
Scheme Year in October/ November 2020 and are undertaking an effectiveness review 
to be completed by the end of 2021.  

Communications and member support 

● Scheme communications are well-written in plain English with a target reading age for 
most material of 13. 

● The Communications Sub-Committee has worked closely with the Smart 
Communications Team to help improve communications. The Sub-Committee was 
restructured during the Scheme Year to better reflect the requirements of the Scheme 
and the resources within Smart. It is expected that these changes will aid efficiency 
going forward. In collaboration with the Sub-Committee, Smart has restructured its 
Customer Communication team and we have improved our Webchat functionality 
through the introduction of automated ‘chatbots’ for commonly asked questions. To 
develop this further a second phase has commenced to add custom chatbots in the new 
Scheme Year. The Telephone helpdesk has been developed with the creation of an 
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) that will help members get to the best resources 
matched to their query. This went live in November 2021. Alexa remains a 
communication channel alongside the emerging service that will be provided by SAVA, 
Smart’s Avatar Virtual Assistant. Member feedback, Google Review and Trust Pilot 
scores are positive. 

● Member handbooks have been updated and improved, written in a style to enable 
better understanding and engagement for members. 

● Members have access to a dedicated member website - 
www.smartpension.co.uk/member. 

● One live member webinar was held early during the Scheme Year (July 2020) which had 
positive feedback and attendance. A further recorded webinar was made available in 
March 2021, to give members the ability to view it at a time to suit them. We received 
very positive feedback and good attendance. More webinars are planned for the 
2021/22 year. 

● We have worked with Smart to improve the speed of delivery of some of our 
communications, such as member benefit statements, where the dispatch commenced 
in October 2021 for statements as at 30 June 2021. This is several months earlier than 
the previous year’s statements. 

Charges 

● The default charging structure for Series 1 was at the maximum level allowed by the 
government. This was behind the benchmarked score within our peer group. However, 
a new lower charging structure was introduced by Smart from December 2020 to 
replace that under Series 1. This has improved the score for the Scheme. 
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Conclusions 
Based on our assessment, we have concluded that the Scheme continues to provide good value 
for members. Nonetheless there are always areas for improvement, particularly as members’ 
needs change over time and we constantly strive to do better. In particular, areas to focus on 
during 2021/22 include: 

● The ongoing review of the tax relief issue (Scheme Design) and how this impacts our 
members. 

● Continued improvement in our governance processes.  

● The continued embedding of responsible investment and climate change criteria into 
our investment portfolio and policies, together with compliance with the new 
reporting requirements and disclosures of this.  

● Improved project management and closer working with the Smart business areas 
responsible for or assisting us with the successful implementation of projects. 

● Oversight of our Smart Retire later life income initiative, as more members move into 
this.  

4. Core financial transactions 

We are required to report to you about the processes and controls in place in relation to the 
Scheme’s core financial transactions. The law specifies that these include, but are not limited 
to, the following: 

● investing contributions paid into the Scheme. 

● transferring assets related to members into or out of the Scheme. 

● transferring assets between different investments within the Scheme. 

● making payments from the Scheme to or in respect of members, including distributing 
death benefits and refunding contributions for those members who opt-out under 
automatic enrolment. 

● dealing with payments to or from the Scheme or transfers within the Scheme under 
pension sharing orders. 

We must ensure that all financial transactions are processed promptly and accurately. In 
practice we delegate responsibility for this to the Scheme administrators. Our Scheme 
administrator during the Scheme Year was Smart Governance Limited, a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Smart Pension Limited. Elements of the day-to-day administration are 
subcontracted to Link Pension Administration Limited. 

We have an administration agreement, incorporating a service level agreement, with Smart 
Governance Limited which covers the accuracy and timeliness of all core financial transactions. 
This service level agreement provides that core financial transactions are processed, broadly, 
within the following time limits: 
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● investing contributions paid into the Scheme within 5 days of receipt of the 
contribution. 

● transferring assets related to members into or out of the Scheme within 10 days of 
receiving the necessary documentation. 

● transferring assets between different investments within the Scheme within 2 days of 
a member request. 

● making retirement payments from the Scheme within 5 days of receipt of all necessary 
documents. 

The continuous improvement programme has delivered a number of changes to improve the 
customer experience, this includes revision to the bereavement claim application process. A 
new feature enabling members to instigate pot consolidation was implemented within the 
member account, this will be developed further in the next Scheme year with the 
implementation of a pension finder tool in October 2021. 

Changes made at the start of the pandemic helped members during a period of uncertainty 
with an option to suspend their contributions (which has now come to an end). 

A focus on both internal and external customer insights was established in the Voice of 
Customer Forum (VoC) which meets monthly. 

In reality the investment of contributions is completed more quickly than quoted because of 
the processes that Smart Pension Limited and Smart Governance Limited have created to deal 
with core financial transactions. These are highly automated and allow for fast, automatic and 
secure processing of these core financial transactions. For example, contributions paid into the 
Scheme are invested on a straight through processing basis without any manual intervention 
and this process is triggered automatically by the receipt of contributions to the Scheme. 
Transferring members’ assets between different investments is also an automated process 
triggered by the member selecting their desired fund portfolio through their online member 
portal.  

The Scheme administrator has created standard operating procedures for all key administration 
tasks which allows it to monitor core financial transactions and to ensure that all time limits 
under the service level agreement are met. There are dedicated resources responsible for 
monitoring the bank account and ensuring all transfers received to the Scheme are reconciled 
and applied to members’ accounts within the time limits set out in the service level agreement. 

The Scheme administrator operates a late contribution monitoring procedure, where the 
process determines late contribution payments at 30, 60 and 90 days, triggering 
communication to the employer and at 90 days, to the member. An early warning report exists 
to identify the larger contribution payments with a view to trying to resolve the issues ahead 
of the formal 30, 60, 90-day process. A further process runs quarterly to determine any 
employers who are persistently late in paying contributions. Where accounts are not rectified, 
a report is submitted to TPR. This is usually reported after 90 days, however as a result of a 
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relaxation by TPR due to the Covid-19 Pandemic this moved to 150 days from April 2020 to 
January 2021, at which point reporting reverted to 90 days. 

The Scheme administrator provides regular (at least quarterly) reports to us through the 
Operations Sub-Committee which allows us to assess how quickly and effectively the core 
Scheme financial transactions are completed. Any mistakes or delays are investigated 
thoroughly, and action is taken to put things right as quickly as possible. 

During the Scheme Year, the service level agreement was reviewed and changes to the service 
levels, favourable to us, were implemented during the first half of 2021. 

In the reporting period we also considered the Scheme administrator reports at our regular 
Trustee Board meetings and considered various aspects of processing financial transactions 
including: 

Enrolment, member transactions and member 
communication 
We reviewed dealings with, and in respect of, members, including joining and leaving the 
Scheme, the collection and investment of contributions and the payment of benefits, as well 
as the communication we have with members. There have been no material failings in our 
dealings with members. 

Accounting matters together with investments, switching 
and rebalancing of funds 
This covers those processes that allow us to invest members’ contributions accurately, carry 
out the appropriate investment switching, whether by instruction from the member or as a 
result of a lifestage strategy and track the values of their savings. From January 2021 the 
process moved from annual to quarterly switching for those invested in the Smart Default. 

Where any delays or errors which may have affected members have been found, Smart has 
corrected these to the point when the transaction should have taken place, so that members 
have not lost out. Otherwise, in the Scheme Year, core financial transactions have been 
processed promptly and accurately.  

Conclusion 
We are confident that the processes and controls in place with the Scheme administrators are 
sufficiently robust to ensure that core financial transactions (meaning the financial transactions 
which are important to members) are dealt with promptly and accurately. 

In addition, noting that we need accurate member data to process contributions and payments 
correctly, we regularly take steps to review and correct problems with the member data which 
is held by the Scheme administrators. We make use of external data specialists and tracing 
companies to help us to do this. The reported Common Data score for the Scheme is 83.44% 
at 30 June 2021 (2020: 87.36%). The score has reduced from that previously reported due 
largely to the huge increase in membership, including taking on members from other master 
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trusts and pension schemes, where the data held was not complete. We engaged with The 
Pensions Regulator before taking on this business to ensure that they were aware of the impact 
and we continue to do so for all new business where data is found to be lacking. In such cases, 
the missing data is mainly national insurance numbers and member addresses. This may 
become a more frequent issue as we move towards consolidation of pension schemes where 
there is poor data quality. We are working to address the missing data and by the end of the 
Scheme Year the data score was improving as shown below:  

 

5. Trustee knowledge and understanding 

The law requires the Trustee board to possess sufficient knowledge and understanding so that, 
together with the advice available to it, it is able to run the Scheme effectively. This means that 
as Trustee directors, we must have knowledge and understanding of the law relating to 
pensions and trusts, and the principles relating to the investment of the assets of the Scheme. 
It also requires us to have a working knowledge of the Scheme’s Trust Deed and Rules, 
Statement of Investment Principles, and other Scheme policy documents relating to the 
administration of the Scheme.  

As part of our new Trustee induction process, the new director appointed during the Scheme 
Year was required to familiarise themself with all these documents before starting their 
appointment. These documents are continuously referenced during meetings and any 
amendments considered as specific agenda items. All of the directors have access to a secure 
online repository of key documentation for the Scheme. 

We take our training and development responsibilities seriously and keep a record of the 
training completed by each member of the Trustee board. Our training record is updated at 
each Trustee meeting and training requirements are reviewed at least annually (and before any 
significant decision, appointment or loss of any Trustee director). Each director is required to 
complete a ‘knowledge and understanding’ (skills matrix) assessment each year, setting out 
their own levels of knowledge on a scale from 1 to 4. The findings are collated across the 
Trustee board to build an understanding of the collective knowledge. These internal reviews, 
together with external assessments of Trustee effectiveness which are undertaken from time 
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to time, allow us to identify any gaps in the knowledge and understanding across the Trustee 
board. This allows us to work with our professional advisers to fill in any gaps. 

During the Scheme Year, in addition to ‘on-the-job’ training received as a result of various 
discussions during meetings, all the directors received the following formal training: 

● Regular legal briefing updates provided by Hogan Lovells (lawyers to the Trustee). 

● 24 September 2020 – training sessions delivered by Darren Agombar of Connected 
Asset Management, Nathan Griffiths of Smart and Hymans Robertson covering: 
responsible investment, social impact investing, Taskforce on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD) requirements, Platform investing, dynamic asset allocation and 
post-Covid investment markets. 

● 26 February 2021 - training sessions delivered by Nicola Rondel of Hogan Lovells, Nick 
Groom of Natixis and Harry Brignull of Smart covering regulatory perspective on 
responsible investing, climate change investing and member feedback. 

● 8 April 2021 – training sessions delivered by various members of the Smart team and 
Mark Stephenson of PensionPal covering: Trustee roles & responsibilities,       Trustee 
governance,  IT systems and processes that keep the member data secure (IT platforms, 
cloud services, security, penetration testing, disaster recovery),  large scheme 
onboarding and data quality.       

All of the Trustee directors have completed the Trustee Toolkit made available by The Pensions 
Regulator, including any new modules that are introduced.  In the Scheme year, all the directors 
completed the new module on pension scams. New directors are expected to have completed 
the Toolkit before taking up their appointment. This was the case for the new director 
appointed during the Scheme Year. All of the directors maintain their own CPD records which 
record additional training to that provided in relation to the Scheme. 

In addition to the ongoing training, new directors undergo an induction process which includes 
familiarisation sessions covering the Scheme documentation, processes, Risk Register, and 
recent Trustee meeting minutes. The process also includes introductions to the Scheme Funder 
and the various operations and technical teams. 

We last carried out an external assessment of the Trustee effectiveness in October 2019.  It 
was carried out by Pegasus Pensions, an independent third party and a Law Debenture 
company, in conjunction with Smart. It was suggested that a deeper survey would be beneficial 
during the first half of 2021. This was delayed until August 2021 but doing so benefited from 
the additional resource in the governance team and also allowed Nikesh Patel to participate 
fully. This is in the format of a questionnaire issued to all Trustee directors and supporting one-
to-one discussions with the Head of Governance.  

Further background in relation to each of the directors is set out at the end of this statement, 
including their areas of expertise. As you can see from the background information about the 
directors, the Trustee board comprises individuals with different areas of expertise, such as 
legal and governance, investment, communications, and wide experience of pension schemes 
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and defined contribution benefits. The selection of the directors has aimed to ensure a wide 
spread of experience through the Trustee board. This wide-ranging experience, together with 
the Scheme-specific ongoing training and development that is undertaken, and the use of 
appointed third party advisers on matters such as investment and legal matters, enables us to 
properly exercise our functions as Trustee of the Scheme. 

Nonetheless there's always room for improvement and we continue with our programme of 
continuous professional development and training. The appointment of a new director, Nikesh 
Patel, on 1 April 2021 has further widened the Trustee board’s combined knowledge due to 
his expertise in the area of pension investment. 

6. Areas of governance specific to master trusts 

Member and employer engagement 

Members (and employers) are encouraged to contact the Scheme to express their views on any 
matters relating to the Scheme. The Scheme provides a range of communication channels for 
members.  

It offers dedicated member and employer helplines which are available from 9am to 5pm, 
Monday to Friday. Typically, the member helpline will help members with queries relating to 
claims and transfers, accessing their accounts and general pension questions. The employer 
helpline will assist participating employers with auto enrolment, payroll and contribution 
queries. We also make available dedicated enquiry and claims email boxes, which are 
monitored regularly. 

The member portal www.smartpension.co.uk/member includes a ‘live chat’ button to facilitate 
queries and comments and the Scheme is integrated with Amazon’s Alexa platform and 
Google’s assistant. This means members can stay up to date with their pension account using 
a number of simple voice commands. 

This approach provides an interactive way for our members to stay engaged with their account, 
wherever and whenever they want to. They can ask for a quick summary, find out how much 
their pension is worth or even increase their contribution percentage. 

We also proactively canvass opinions through member surveys and forums, and during member 
webinars. A live webinar was held on 8 July 2020 and a recorded webinar ‘held’ and uploaded 
to the Smart website on 6 March 2021. Both webinars allowed members of the Scheme to 
pose questions to the Smart team as well as the directors and as for previous webinars, we 
received very positive feedback from the members. 

The Smart Pension Master Trust solution is digital by design and we publish a significant 
volume of detail on legislation, our Scheme processes and information together with legislative 
updates on our website, which we think works well for our members. 

We monitor usage to keep us informed about what our members are most interested in. We 
proactively solicit feedback on our website and via email.  

Email:  trustees@smartpension.co.uk   
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Via the website: www.smartpension.co.uk/contact-us 

Help Centre: support.autoenrolment.co.uk/en/collections/147721-employee-
support. 

The Scheme historically provided an automatic enrolment pension solution for smaller 
employers with relatively low-paid employees. Although changing, this profile still accounts for 
the majority of the membership of the Scheme and our contact touch points suggest a greater 
use of remote, electronic methods such as email, webchat, chatbots and take-up of our 
webinars. Based on this and on member feedback and uptake we think the range of ways that 
members are encouraged to share their views are appropriate for the size, nature and 
demographic of our members. These arrangements have been available throughout the 
Scheme Year.  

We would be happy to address any queries or suggestions you may have. Please direct them 
to us using the details below: 

Email: trustees@SmartPension.co.uk 

Post: The Trustee of the Smart Pension Master Trust 
c/o Smart Pension Limited 
The Smart Building, 136 George Street,  
London W1H 5LD 
 

7. Appointment of non-affiliated Trustee directors 

The legislative requirement is for the majority of the Trustee directors (including the Chair) to 
be non-affiliated. Non-affiliated means that the director is not a director, manager, partner or 
employee of Smart or any other undertakings which provide advisory, administration, 
investment or other services in respect of the Scheme (a service provider), and has not been 
for the last five years, receives no payment or other benefit from a service provider other than 
a payment in respect of their role as a Trustee director, and that the person’s obligations to the 
service provider do not conflict with their obligations as a Trustee director and, if there were 
to be a conflict, that their obligations as a Trustee director will take priority. In addition, the 
appointment process for a non-affiliated director must be open and transparent. 

During the Scheme Year all of the directors were non-affiliated. Nikesh Patel, a non-affiliated 
director was appointed on 1 April 2021. To maintain the independence of the Trustee board, 
it is the intention that all, not just a majority of directors will continue to be non-affiliated 
(subject to any re-appointment processes). 

The legislation requires a non-affiliated Trustee to be appointed by an open and transparent 
process. The appointment of Nikesh Patel followed a rigorous recruitment process, which 
included adverts for the vacancy in the pensions trade press and on LinkedIn to assist in the 
selection of candidates, and interviews with members of the Trustee board and the Scheme 
Funder. Nikesh brings prior experience as a pension trustee and significant expertise in pension 
investment. Further details are included in the attached biographies.  
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Please see the biographies of the Trustee Directors below for more details. 

 
Andrew Cheseldine      Date: 17 December 2021 
for Capital Cranfield Pension Trustees Limited, 
Chair of the Trustee 
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Name Representing 
Affiliated 
to Smart? 

Affiliation test / evidence? Chair? From To 

Andrew 
Cheseldine 

Capital 
Cranfield 
Pension 
Trustees 
Limited 

No External independent 
professional Trustee company. 
Andy did not undertake any 
other functions for Smart nor 
receive any payments other 
than in respect of acting as a 
director during the Scheme 
Year.  

Yes 1 December 2014 
(CCPTL 
appointment) 

 
12 September 
2017 (Andrew 
Cheseldine 
commencing as 
CCPTL 
representative) 

Re-appointment 
30 June 2020 

1 April 2020 

 

 

1 April 2020 

 

 

 

Present 

Anna Eagles The Law 
Debenture 
Pension Trust 
Corporation 
plc 

 

No External independent 
professional Trustee company. 
Anna did not undertake any 
other functions for Smart nor 
receive any payments other 
than in respect of acting as a 
director during the Scheme 
Year. 

No 11 January 2018 

 

Present 

David 
Brown 

N/A No Independently appointed 
individual director. David has 
not undertaken any other 
functions for Smart nor has he 
received any payments other 
than in respect of acting as a 
director during the Scheme 
Year. 

No 15 October 2018 

 

Present 

Anna 
Darnley 

N/A No Independently appointed 
individual director. Anna has 
not undertaken any other 
functions for Smart nor has 
she received any payments 
other than in respect of acting 
as a director during the 
Scheme Year. 

No 25 September 
2019 

Present 

Nikesh 
Patel 

N/A No Independently appointed 
individual director. Nikesh has 
not undertaken any other 
functions for Smart nor has he 
received any payments other 
than in respect of acting as a 
director during the Scheme 
Year. 

No 1 April 2021 Present 
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Andy Cheseldine  

Chair of the board of the Trustee, representing Capital Cranfield Pension Trustees Limited 

Andy Cheseldine joined the board in 2017. He's renowned for his wealth of knowledge and 
expertise in the pensions industry and has more than 35 years of experience in consulting on 
defined benefit (DB) and defined contribution (DC) pension schemes. Andy was one of the top 
50 people in pensions in 2015 and has been named as one of the top 25 most influential 
investment consultants in the past five years - a testament to his reputation. 

Anna Eagles 

Trustee director, representing Law Debenture Pension Trust Corporation plc 

Anna joined the board in January 2018. Anna joined LawDeb as a professional Trustee in 2016 
and sits on a number of Boards and Governance Committees in Chair and non-chair roles. 
Before then, she was a senior pensions consultant at Willis Towers Watson, with 22 years of 
pensions experience across DC and DB schemes. She is a fellow of the Institute and Faculty of 
Actuaries. 

David Brown 

Trustee director 

David joined the board in October 2018. He has over 30 years' experience worldwide in the 
pension and investment industry, working as an operator and consultant. He has worked for 
two of the Big Four consulting firms and was the UK and ROI Pensions and Payroll Manager 
for Tesco. David is an Associate of the Pensions Management Institute and Chartered 
Insurance Institute. 

Anna Darnley 

Trustee director 

Before joining the board, Anna was a Trustee of the Accenture Retirement Savings Plan. As a 
digital strategy consultant, she specialises in the Internet of Things and has also worked on 
artificial intelligence and blockchain projects. She brings this technological expertise to the 
board, along with her passion for great member communications and re-engaging scheme 
members. 

Nikesh Patel 

Trustee director 

Nikesh joined the board in April 2021. A Trustee of another very large pension scheme, Nikesh 
brings significant investment experience and understanding. He has a wealth of experience in 
consulting Trustees and employers on defined benefit (DB) and defined contribution (DC) 
pension schemes. In 2019, he was recognised as a Rising Star in Asset Management by 
Financial News for his work managing pension scheme assets directly as a fiduciary investment 
manager.  
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Appendix 1 - Illustrations of the effects of charges  

The following tables show the potential impact over time of the costs and charges borne by 
members on projected values at retirement in today’s money for typical members over a range 
of ages.  All the illustrations share the following limitations: 

● The illustrated values are estimates using assumed rates of future investment returns 
and inflation which may not be borne out in practice. 

● The assumptions used in the illustrations may differ in the future to reflect changes in 
regulatory requirements or investment conditions.  

● The illustrated values may be affected by future changes to the Fund’s investment 
options. 

● The growth assumption depends on how far members in the glide paths are from 
retirement as the funds used change over time. 

● The illustrated values are not a guarantee and may not prove to be a good indication of 
how an individual member’s savings might grow. 

● The funds used are pooled funds and transaction costs may vary year on year and as 
the underlying funds change. 

The funds illustrated below have been chosen such that an illustration has been provided for 
each of: 

● The default funds for the S1, S2, S3, S4, ex-Tesco, ex-Gen Life and Barclays members. 

● The lowest charging self-select fund for S1, S2 (which includes ex-GenLife), S3, S4 and 
Barclays funds – Smart Annuity Fund. 

● The highest charging self-select fund for S1, S2 (which includes ex-GenLife), S3, S4 and 
Barclays funds - Smart World Emerging Markets Equity Index Fund. 

● The lowest charging self-select ex-Tesco fund - Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Index-Linked Gilts Fund. 

● The highest charging self-select ex-Tesco fund - Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Diversified Fund. 

You can identify your series by logging into your account 
(https://id.autoenrolment.co.uk/employee/sign-in), going to the Investment funds page from 
the Dashboard and opening your investment guide. 

The assumptions used for all the illustrations in Tables 1 to 16 are shown in Tables 17 (growth 
assumptions) and 18 (other assumptions).
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Table 1: Young member (currently 35 years from retirement) invested in 
the Smart Default Strategy 

For a younger member in the Smart Default investment strategy, paying 5% employee 
contributions and receiving 3% employer contributions (i.e., in line with auto-enrolment 
minimum contributions). 

Years to 
Retirement 

Before 
Charges 

After all charges are taken 

S1 S2 S3 S4 

35* n/a £540 £540 £540 £540 

30 £10,320 £10,065 £10,033 £10,079 £10,163 

25 £21,921 £21,085 £21,001 £21,145 £21,263 

20 £35,658 £33,877 £33,725 £34,022 £34,048 

15 £51,901 £48,723 £48,487 £49,006 £48,755 

10 £71,081 £65,937 £65,600 £66,422 £65,651 

5 £92,857 £85,122 £84,670 £85,885 £84,305 

3 £100,779 £91,987 £91,493 £92,867 £90,925 

1 £107,732 £97,942 £97,413 £98,936 £96,636 

0 £110,779 £100,524 £99,980 £101,572 £99,098 
*There are no charges at 35 years to retirement as this is the start point of the projections. 

Table 2: Older member (currently 15 years from retirement) invested in 
the Smart Default Strategy 

For an older member in the Smart Default investment strategy, paying 5% employee 
contributions and receiving 3% employer contributions. 

Years to 
Retirement 

Before 
Charges 

After all charges are taken 

S1 S2 S3 S4 

15* n/a £730 £730 £730 £730 

10 £8,501 £8,271 £8,241 £8,283 £8,368 

5 £17,568 £16,844 £16,766 £16,892 £17,036 

3 £21,269 £20,296 £20,197 £20,365 £20,514 

1 £24,852 £23,614 £23,494 £23,706 £23,850 

0 £26,568 £25,196 £25,066 £25,299 £25,437 
*There are no charges at 15 years to retirement as this is the start point of the projections. 
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Table 3: Young member (currently 35 years from retirement) invested in 
the Ex-GenLife Default arrangement 

For a younger member in the ex-GenLife Default arrangement, paying 5% employee 
contributions and receiving 3% employer contributions. 

Years to Retirement Before Charges After all charges are taken 

35* n/a £540 

30 £9,982 £9,905 

25 £20,519 £20,210 

20 £32,266 £31,538 

15 £45,346 £43,978 

10 £59,898 £57,627 

5 £76,073 £72,592 

3 £83,034 £78,972 

1 £90,292 £85,588 

0 £94,037 £88,988 
*There are no charges at 35 years to retirement as this is the start point of the projections. 

Table 4: Older member (currently 15 years from retirement) invested in 
the Ex-GenLife Default Arrangement 

For an older member in the Ex-GenLife Default arrangement, paying 5% employee 
contributions and receiving 3% employer contributions. 

Years to Retirement Before Charges After all charges are taken 

15* n/a £730 

10 £8,213 £8,148 

5 £16,565 £16,311 

3 £20,168 £19,798 

1 £23,931 £23,420 

0 £25,874 £25,283 
*There are no charges at 15 years to retirement as this is the start point of the projections. 
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Table 5: Young member (currently 35 years from retirement) invested in 
the Barclays Default arrangement 

For a younger member in the Barclays Default arrangement, paying 5% employee contributions 
and receiving 3% employer contributions. 

Years to Retirement Before Charge After all charges are taken 

35* n/a £540 

30 £10,213 £9,961 

25 £21,468 £20,610 

20 £34,538 £32,673 

15 £49,690 £46,329 

10 £67,008 £61,567 

5 £82,288 £74,490 

3 £87,162 £78,436 

1 £91,542 £81,901 
*There are no charges at 35 years to retirement as this is the start point of the projections. 

Table 6: Older member (currently 15 years from retirement) invested in 
the Barclays Default arrangement 

For an older member in the Barclays Default arrangement, paying 5% employee contributions 
and receiving 3% employer contributions. 

Years to Retirement Before Charges After all charges are taken 

15* n/a £730 

10 £8,381 £8,157 

5 £16,449 £15,744 

3 £19,551 £18,598 

1 £22,573 £21,348 

0 £24,086 £22,714 
*There are no charges at 15 years to retirement as this is the start point of the projections. 
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Table 7: Younger member (currently 35 years from retirement) invested 
in the Smart Annuity Fund – Lowest charging 

For a younger member in the Smart Annuity Fund, paying 5% employee contributions and 
receiving 3% employer contributions. 

Years to 
Retirement 

Before Charges 
After all charges are taken 

S1 S2 S3 S4 

35* n/a £540 £540 £540 £540 

30 £9,241 £9,025 £8,995 £9,037 £9,133 

25 £17,654 £17,035 £16,965 £17,079 £17,259 

20 £25,795 £24,649 £24,533 £24,743 £24,954 

15 £33,678 £31,903 £31,741 £32,062 £32,248 

10 £41,319 £38,828 £38,621 £39,066 £39,171 

5 £48,731 £45,448 £45,197 £45,778 £45,751 

3 £51,634 £48,016 £47,748 £48,386 £48,293 

1 £54,503 £50,540 £50,254 £50,950 £50,786 

0 £55,926 £51,787 £51,493 £52,218 £52,014 
*There are no charges at 35 years to retirement as this is the start point of the projections. 

Table 8: Older member (currently 15 years from retirement) invested in 
the Smart Annuity Fund – Lowest charging 

For an older member in the Smart Annuity Fund, paying 5% employee contributions and 
receiving 3% employer contributions. 

Years to 
Retirement Before Charges 

After all charges are taken 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Barclays 

15* n/a £730 £730 £730 £730 £730 

10 £7,583 £7,386 £7,359 £7,397 £7,492 £7,413 

5 £14,210 £13,661 £13,595 £13,698 £13,887 £13,727 

3 £16,800 £16,081 £15,998 £16,132 £16,348 £16,163 

1 £19,357 £18,452 £18,352 £18,519 £18,757 £18,551 

0 £20,623 £19,621 £19,513 £19,697 £19,942 £19,728 
*There are no charges at 15 years to retirement as this is the start point of the projections. 
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Table 9: Younger member (currently 35 years from retirement) invested 
in the Smart World Emerging Markets Equity Index Fund – Highest 
charging 

For a younger member in the Smart World Emerging Markets Equity Index Fund, paying 5% 
employee contributions and receiving 3% employer contributions. 

Years to 
Retirement Before Charges 

After all charges are taken 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Barclays 

35* n/a £540 £540 £540 £540 £540 

30 £10,373 £10,041 £10,011 £10,053 £10,154 £10,071 

25 £22,146 £20,986 £20,906 £21,037 £21,225 £21,066 

20 £36,216 £33,636 £33,495 £33,759 £33,957 £33,778 

15 £53,006 £48,256 £48,041 £48,494 £48,578 £48,470 

10 £73,016 £65,135 £64,837 £65,544 £65,349 £65,434 

5 £96,834 £84,607 £84,210 £85,254 £84,567 £85,004 

3 £107,581 £93,205 £92,765 £93,971 £93,014 £93,645 

1 £119,097 £102,305 £101,819 £103,203 £101,930 £102,790 

0 £125,161 £107,052 £106,542 £108,022 £106,571 £107,561 
*There are no charges at 35 years to retirement as this is the start point of the projections. 

Table 10: Older member (currently 15 years from retirement) invested in 
the Smart World Emerging Markets Equity Index Fund – Highest 
charging 

For an older member in the Smart World Emerging Markets Equity Index Fund, paying 5% 
employee contributions and receiving 3% employer contributions. 

Years to 
Retirement Before Charges 

After all charges are taken 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Barclays 

15* n/a £730 £730 £730 £730 £730 

10 £8,547 £8,251 £8,223 £8,261 £8,360 £8,280 

5 £17,905 £16,904 £16,829 £16,946 £17,147 £16,979 

3 £22,142 £20,731 £20,634 £20,791 £21,020 £20,827 

1 £26,691 £24,785 £24,665 £24,871 £25,115 £24,905 

0 £29,089 £26,902 £26,770 £27,002 £27,250 £27,034 
*There are no charges at 15 years to retirement as this is the start point of the projections. 
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Table 11: Younger member (currently 35 years from retirement) invested 
in the ex-Tesco Default arrangement 

For a younger member in the ex-Tesco Default arrangement, paying 5% employee 
contributions and receiving 3% employer contributions. 

Years to Retirement Before Charges After all charges are taken 

35* n/a £540 

30 £10,275 £10,163 

25 £21,731 £21,262 

20 £35,192 £34,046 

15 £50,556 £48,355 

10 £67,002 £63,376 

5 £84,617 £79,160 

3 £92,242 £85,908 

1 £98,349 £91,229 

0 £100,501 £93,063 
*There are no charges at 35 years to retirement as this is the start point of the projections. 

Table 12: Older member (currently 15 years from retirement) invested in 
the ex-Tesco Default arrangement 

For an older member in the ex-Tesco Default arrangement, paying 5% employee contributions 
and receiving 3% employer contributions. 

Years to Retirement Before Charges After all charges are taken 

15* n/a £730 

10 £8,303 £8,215 

5 £16,782 £16,439 

3 £20,463 £19,963 

1 £23,882 £23,215 

0 £25,391 £24,644 
*There are no charges at 15 years to retirement as this is the start point of the projections. 
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Table 13: Young member (currently 35 years from retirement) invested in 
the Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Index-Linked Gilts Fund – Lowest 
charging 

For a younger member in the Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Index-Linked Gilts Fund, 
paying 5% employee contributions and receiving 3% employer contributions. 

Years to Retirement Before Charges After all charges are taken 

35* n/a £540 

30 £8,890 £8,835 

25 £16,394 £16,201 

20 £23,152 £22,758 

15 £29,253 £28,610 

10 £34,775 £33,850 

5 £39,786 £38,555 

3 £41,662 £40,303 

1 £43,470 £41,982 

0 £44,349 £42,796 
*There are no charges at 35 years to retirement as this is the start point of the projections. 

Table 14: Older member (currently 15 years from retirement) invested in 
the Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Index-Linked Gilts Fund – Lowest 
charging 

For an older member in the Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Index-Linked Gilts Fund, paying 
5% employee contributions and receiving 3% employer contributions. 

Years to Retirement Before Charges After all charges are taken 

15* n/a £730 

10 £7,286 £7,239 

5 £13,178 £13,019 

3 £15,367 £15,149 

1 £17,467 £17,183 

0 £18,485 £18,166 
*There are no charges at 15 years to retirement as this is the start point of the projections. 
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Table 15: Younger member (currently 35 years from retirement) invested 
in the Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Diversified Fund – Highest 
charging 

For a younger member in the Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Diversified Fund, paying 5% 
employee contributions and receiving 3% employer contributions. 

Years to Retirement Before Charges After all charges are taken 

35* n/a £540 

30 £9,930 £9,784 

25 £20,312 £19,726 

20 £31,778 £30,413 

15 £44,428 £41,890 

10 £58,372 £54,208 

5 £73,730 £67,421 

3 £80,298 £72,969 

1 £87,122 £78,673 

0 £90,633 £81,585 
*There are no charges at 35 years to retirement as this is the start point of the projections. 

Table 16: Older member (currently 15 years from retirement) invested in 
the Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Diversified Fund – Highest 
charging 

For an older member in the Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Diversified Fund, paying 5% 
employee contributions and receiving 3% employer contributions. 

Years to Retirement Before Charges After all charges are taken 

15* n/a £730 

10 £8,170 £8,045 

5 £16,395 £15,913 

3 £19,921 £19,222 

1 £23,589 £22,629 

0 £25,478 £24,369 
*There are no charges at 15 years to retirement as this is the start point of the projections. 
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Table 17: Growth Assumptions 

We have used the following projected growth assumptions in preparing the illustrations (these are based on returns assumed for the Scheme’s 
Statutory Money Purchase Illustrations and are shown before ongoing management charges and transaction costs are applied): 

Fund 
Gross 

return % 
p.a. 

TER % p.a. 
Transaction Cost % p.a. 

S1 /   
Barclays S2 S3 S4 

S1* S2** S3* S4 Barclays^ 

Smart Growth 5.80 0.30 0.30 0.25 0.45 N/A 0.094 0.098 0.089 0.148 

Smart Income 3.50 0.30 0.54 0.25 0.45 N/A 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.017 

Smart Annuity 1.50 0.30 0.30 0.25 0.45 0.30 0.011 0.012 0.009 0.006 

Smart Cash 2.00 0.30 0.30 0.25 0.45 N/A 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001 

Smart Pension Diversified Fund 
(ex-GenLife Default) 4.50 N/A 0.30 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.00 N/A N/A 

Smart World Emerging Market 
Equity Index fund 6.00 0.67 0.67 0.62 0.82 0.67 0.016 0.016 0.019 0.013 

*The S1 and S3 funds have an additional flat member charge of £15 p.a. incorporated into the after charges illustration figures. 

**The S2 funds have an additional flat member charge of £18 p.a. incorporated into the after charges illustration figures. 

^The Barclays funds have an additional flat member charge of £12 p.a. incorporated into the after charges illustration figures. Note that transaction costs for the Barclays self-select options were 
unavailable on request from the manager. We have used the S1 fund transaction costs as an approximation in this case. We expect any difference to be immaterial. 

Where transaction costs are negative, we have assumed that they are equal to zero for prudence.
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Fund Gross return 
% p.a. 

TER % 
p.a. 

Transaction Cost 
% p.a. 

Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Equity Fund 6.20 0.23 0.134 

Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Nearly There Bond Fund 1.00 0.27 0.080 

Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Diversified Fund 4.30 0.52 0.060 

Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Cash 
Fund  2.00 0.22 0.000 

 

Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Corporate Bond Fund 1.50 0.21 0.000  

Smart Pension (former Tesco) Index-
Linked Gilts Fund 0.00 0.17 0.072  

Where transaction costs are negative, we have assumed that they are equal to zero for prudence. 

Fund 
Gross return 

% p.a. 
TER % 

p.a. 
Transaction Cost 

% p.a. 

Barclays Wealth Global Markets 1 2.20 0.45 0.042 

Barclays Wealth Global Markets 2 2.90 0.45 0.053 

Barclays Wealth Global Markets 5 5.40 0.45 0.054 

The Barclays funds have an additional flat member charge of £12 p.a. incorporated into the charges illustration figures. 

Where transaction costs are negative, we have assumed that they are equal to zero for prudence. 

Transaction costs 

In providing these illustrations, transactions costs and charges were used as provided by the 
investment manager, Legal & General Investment Management. A breakdown of the number 
of years that transaction cost data was available for is below. Transaction costs used are an 
average annual figure of the data available. 

Fund type Years of transaction cost data available 

S1, S2 (inc ex-GenLife) and, S3 3 

S4 and ex-Tesco 2 

Barclays 1 
 The Barclays funds have an additional flat member charge of £12 p.a. incorporated into the charges illustration figures. 

Where transaction costs are negative, we have assumed that they are equal to zero for prudence. 
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Table 18: Assumptions Summary 

The following assumptions were used in providing the illustrations in Tables 1 to 18. 

Assumption Young Member (currently 35 
years from retirement) 

Older Member (currently 15 
years from retirement) 

Current pensionable 
earnings £22,500 £17,760 

Current pot size £540 £730 

Contribution rate 8% 8% 

Investment returns In line with those detailed in the 2020/21 SMPIs and above 

Inflation 2.5% 

Real pensionable earnings 
growth 0.3% 

Starting age 30 50 

Retirement age 65 65 

● Starting pots and pensionable earnings represent the average (medians) for those aged 
30 and 50 years old in the Scheme. 

● The total ongoing contribution rate is assumed to be 8% of pensionable earnings, 
paying 5% employee contributions and receiving 3% employer contributions. This is 
reflective of the level of contributions for a 30-year-old member. 

● Contributions are assumed to be paid every year with no contribution holidays. 
● Inflation is assumed to be 2.5% per annum. Values are shown in real terms, and do not 

need to be further adjusted for inflation. 
● Real salary growth is assumed to be 0.3% per annum. 
● The projected values are shown up to age 65. 
● For all illustrations the member is assumed to be invested in the same fund throughout 

the projection period. The projected gross growth rates for each fund are shown above, 
based on returns assumed for the Scheme’s Statutory Money Purchase Illustrations and 
are shown before ongoing management charges and transaction costs are applied. 
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Appendix 2 – Lifestage strategies – de-risking phase charts 

The bar charts below show how we automatically move your monies into different investments 
as you get closer to your retirement age.  The chart for the Smart default investment 
arrangement is also shown in Section 1 (page 7).  These charts also show the profiles for the 
alternative lifestage strategies. 

Targeting a flexible income (also known as income 
drawdown)  
This is the Smart default target and strategy.  If you are invested in this, your money will move 
in line with the bar chart below. 

 

We also offer two other levels of risk for this investment strategy.  If you choose one of these 
your money will move in line with the bar chart below (the Smart Growth element may be the 
Smart Growth - Higher Risk Fund or Smart Growth - Lower Risk Fund).
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Targeting a guaranteed income (also known as an annuity) 
You can choose to use this investment strategy with the Smart Growth Fund - moderate risk 
option. If your money is invested in this investment strategy, your money will move in line with 
the bar chart below. 

 
 
You can also choose to use this investment strategy with either the Smart Growth Fund - lower 
risk, or Smart Growth Fund - higher risk. If your money is invested in this investment strategy, 
your money will move in line with the bar chart below 
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Targeting cash 
You can choose to use this investment strategy with the Smart Growth Fund - moderate risk 
option. If your money is invested in this investment strategy, your money will move in line with 
the bar chart below. 

 

 
You can choose to use this investment strategy with either the Smart Growth Fund - lower 
risk, or Smart Growth Fund - higher risk. If your money is invested in this investment strategy, 
your money will move in line with the bar chart below. 
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Appendix 3 – Statement of Investment Principles 

Contents 

Introduction 
This is the Statement of Investment Principles prepared by the Trustee of the Smart Pension 
Master Trust (the Trust / “Master Trust”). It replaces the statement dated September 2019. 
This statement sets down the principles which govern the decisions about investments that 
enable the Trust to meet the requirements of: 

 the Pensions Act 1995, as amended by the Pensions Act 2004. 
 the Occupational Pension Schemes (Investment) Regulations 2005 as amended by the 

Occupational Pension Schemes (Investment) (Amendment) Regulations 2010 and the 
Occupational Pension Schemes (Charges and Governance) Regulations 2015. 

 the Occupational Pension Schemes (Investment and Disclosure) (Amendment and 
Modification) Regulations 2018. 

In preparing this statement the Trustee has obtained advice from Hymans Robertson LLP, the 
Trustee’s investment consultants. Hymans Robertson is authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority and licensed by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries for a range 
of investment business activities. 

The Trust has been set up to service multiple employers. The Trustee has consulted with the 
nominated person, Smart Pension Limited, in the preparation of this statement and has 
complied with the employer consultation requirement. This body has been nominated by all 
employers to act as their representative in this regard. 

The Trustee will review this statement at least every three years or if there is a significant 
change in any of the areas covered by the statement or the demographic profile of members.  

The Trustee is solely responsible for the investment of the assets of the Master Trust, including 
decisions regarding the design and selection of the default strategy. The investment powers of 
the Trustee are set out in Rule 3 of the Trust Deed, dated 14 August 2019 (as amended from 
time to time). This statement is consistent with those powers. To assist in its decision making 
about investment, the Trustee has established an Investment Sub-Committee with the 
objectives of:  

 implementing and overseeing the Trustee’s investment strategy within any guidelines 
set by the Trustee and the powers delegated to the sub-committee. 

 monitor compliance with the Statement of Investment Principles and recommend any 
changes to it by the Trustee. 

The Investment Sub-Committee meets on a monthly basis and reports to the Trustee Board at 
least at each quarterly Trustee meeting, and at other times as necessary.  

For the majority of employers offering their pension arrangement through the Master Trust, 
employers delegate all the fiduciary and governance responsibilities to the Master Trust 
Trustee e.g., design/selection of the default arrangement and other investment funds. 
Therefore, members are offered a default fund and a range of self-select funds as selected by 
the Trustee, and this does not differ between employers.  

In some instances, employers wish to retain control over the investment strategy and receive 
their own advice. More details are provided in Section 1.3 Other default arrangements. 
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Statements of Investment Principles 
To simplify this Statement of Investment Principles, the Statement is split into three sections 
covering different aspects of investments. 

The Trustee’s Statements of Investment Principles for the Trust contained in this document 
include the: 

1. Statement of the aims and objectives for the default arrangement. 
2. Statement of the aims and objectives for investment options outside the default 

arrangement. 
3. Statement of investment beliefs, risks and policies. 

The Statement of Investment Principles for the Trust comprises items 1, 2 and 3. 

The Statement of Investment Principles for the Scheme’s default arrangement comprises items 
1 and 3.  

Appendices 
A. Investment implementation for the default arrangements. 
B. Investment implementation for the investment options outside the default 
arrangement. 

This statement was agreed by the Trustee and replaces any previous statements. Copies of this 
statement and any subsequent amendments will be made available to the employer, the 
investment managers, and the Trust auditor upon request and members of the Trust. 

The Trustee will publish an Implementation Statement each year from 1 October 2020 
describing how these statements have been followed in the last year. This will be included 
within the Trustee’s Report and Accounts. 

 
Approved by the Trustee of Smart Pension Master Trust  

June 2021     
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1. Statement of the aims and objectives for the 
default arrangement 
The Trustee’s policy is to offer a suitable investment arrangement having regard to the 
characteristics of the Trust’s membership. In doing so, the Trustee considers the advice of their 
professional advisers, who they consider to be suitably qualified and experienced for this role.  

1.1 Reasons for the Default Arrangement 
The Trustee is responsible for the design of the governed default investment options. The 
Trustee has decided that the Trust should have a default investment arrangement because: 

 The Trust is a qualifying scheme for auto-enrolment purposes and so must have a 
default arrangement; and 

 The Trustee is aware that many members of the Trust will either not wish to choose 
how their contributions are invested or do not have the confidence to make such 
investment decisions. Therefore, the availability of suitable default investment options 
for the Trust’s members is key to the Trustee’s investment approach.  

1.2 The main default for new members 
Choosing the main default arrangement 

The Trustee believes that the lifestyle arrangement set out below in Section 3 represents a 
suitable default investment option for members who do not make a choice about how their 
contributions (and those made on their behalf by their employer) are invested, taking into 
account: 

 Demographic profile; 
 Likely benefit choices at retirement;  
 The level of income in retirement that members are likely to need;  
 Members’ likely benefit choices at and into retirement; 
 Investment risks; 
 Expected return on investments; 
 Realisation of investments; and 
 Socially responsible investment, corporate governance and voting rights. 

Objectives for the default arrangement 

The Trustee has discussed key investment objectives for the Trust as well as the constraints 
the Trustee faces in achieving these objectives. 

The Trustee’s main investment aims, and objectives are: 

 to provide a suitably governed default investment option that is likely to be suitable for 
a typical member who is expected to utilise drawdown at retirement; 

 to maximise member outcomes; 
 to manage the expected volatility of the returns achieved in order to control the level 

of volatility in the value of members’ pension pots; 
 to reduce the risk of the assets failing to meet projected retirement income levels. 

The main default arrangement 

The Trust focuses on pension provision to small to medium sized employers (“SMEs”) and their 
employees. The expectation is that the majority of these members will partially access their 
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retirement savings by taking a cash lump sum via pension freedoms and then use the balance 
for a mixture of income and protection in retirement.  This expectation is reflected in the design 
of the Trust’s retirement solution, Smart Retire and the approach for the default glidepath 
which transfers members’ assets seamlessly into that solution. 

In light of this consideration, the Trustee has adopted a default investment strategy that seeks 
to obtain a long-term, inflation-protected return through investment in passively managed 
equities, fixed-income and alternative assets funds whilst the member is considered in the 
growth accumulation phase of their saving journey.  As they approach retirement, members 
begin to de-risk from equity holdings and diversify into lower risk assets including government 
bonds and other fixed income products reflecting the underlying investment approach used to 
support Smart Retire.  This de-risking journey begins 8 years before retirement (at 57 for a SRA 
of 65).  

The expected levels of investment returns (after the deduction of charges) and risks for the 
funds used are consistent with the Trustee’s objectives for the default arrangement. The 
expected investment returns and approach to managing investment risks including financially 
material considerations such as climate change are described in Section 3.  

Given the Trust’s focus on SMEs and the expectations about members intentions at retirement, 
the Trustee considers that their investment beliefs and policies (set out in full in Section 3 
below) and their aims and objectives for the default arrangements are intended to ensure that 
the assets are invested in the best interest of the members. 

Full details of the main default arrangement are given in the document “Investment 
implementation for the default arrangement”. 

1.3 Other default arrangements 
In some cases, an employer may decide to offer its pension arrangement through the Master 
Trust. For example, if your employer is actively involved in their pensions arrangement, they 
may wish to take their own investment advice and retain the responsibility of setting a suitable 
investment strategy for their members, and reviewing this at least every three years. 

The Master Trust Trustee retains ongoing responsibility to govern such arrangements in line 
with their fiduciary duty. As part of this, the Master Trust Trustee may be asked to approve 
changes to the investment strategy as proposed by the employer.  

Full details of other default arrangements are given in the document “Investment 
implementation for the default arrangement”. 

2. Statement of the aims and objectives for 
investment options outside the default 
arrangement 
For Trust members that wish to make their own investment arrangements, a range of pooled 
“self-select” funds have been made available. The Trustee obtained and considered 
professional advice from its investment consultants in the selection of these funds.  

2.1 Reasons for the investment options 
In addition to the default arrangement, the Trust offers members a choice of investment 
options because members will have different attitudes to risk and different aims for accessing 
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their retirement savings, and so it is not possible for a single default investment option to be 
suitable for all.  

2.2 Choosing the investment options 
Membership analysis 

The Trustee believes that understanding the Trust’s membership is important to maintaining 
an appropriate range of investment options and have taken into account a number of aspects 
including:  

 Likely benefit choices at retirement. 
 The level of income in retirement that members are likely to need. 
 Members’ likely benefit choices at and into retirement. 
 Investment risks. 
 Expected return on investments. 
 Realisation of investments. 
 The number of members who are likely to want responsible, ethical or faith-based 

investment. 
 The output from industry and other relevant surveys. For example, surveys on member 

choice generally suggest that: 
1. Too little choice is viewed negatively by members. 
2. Too much choice can prove confusing and deter members from making 

decisions. 
3. Some members will not regularly review their choices. 

Costs of investment options 

The investment costs are borne by members and so a balance needs to be struck between 
choice and costs. 

2.3 Objectives for the alternative investment options 
For members who wish to make their own investment asset allocation decisions, it is possible 
to personalise their investment arrangements in a number of ways. Members can choose to 
take higher or lower risk than the main default by selecting ‘Smart Growth Speculative’ or 
‘Smart Growth Cautious’.   

The main objective of the alternative lifestyle options is to give good member outcomes. The 
alternative options are also based on different levels of risk, thereby catering for members’ 
differing risk appetites. 

The Trustee believes that it is in the best interests of members in the alternative lifestyle 
options to offer an appropriate range of alternative investment options so that members who 
wish to make their own investment choices have the freedom to do so, recognising that 
members may have different needs and objectives.   

Self-select funds 

The objectives of the self-select fund range are to: 

 Provide a choice of individual funds for members who want to be more closely involved 
in choosing their investments. 

 Provide a broader choice of levels of investment risk and return. 
 Provide a broader choice of investment approaches including responsible investing, 

ethical and faith-based funds. 
 Help members more closely tailor their investments to their individual needs. 
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Nevertheless, the self-select fund range cannot be expected to cover all the investment needs 
of all members.  

Risk and return 

The expected levels of investment returns (after the deduction of charges) and risks for the 
funds used are consistent with the Trustee’s objectives for these investment options. The 
expected investment returns and approach to managing investment risks including financially 
material considerations such as climate change are described in Section 3. 

Full details of the current investment options available outside of the default arrangement are 
given in the document “Investment implementation for the investment options outside the 
default arrangement”.  This is included as Appendix B. 

3. Statement of investment beliefs, risks and 
policies 
This Statement sets out the investment beliefs and policies which guide the Trustee’s decision 
making.  

3.1 Kinds of investments to be held 
The Trust is able to invest in a wide range of assets including equities, bonds, cash, property 
and alternatives.  

For Trust members that wish to make their own investment arrangements, a range of pooled 
“self-select” funds have been made available.  The Trustee obtained and considered 
professional advice from its investment consultants in the selection of these funds. A due 
diligence exercise as part of this selection process ensures that the assets are invested with 
sufficient security and liquidity and that each of the funds is of the appropriate quality and 
calibre to ensure the quality and profitability of the assets. 

3.2 The balance between different kinds of investment 
The Trustee has made available different sections of the Trust to suit the varying requirements 
of the Trust’s members and employers. 

For Trust members, this includes offering a lifestyle arrangement, whereby a member’s assets 
are automatically invested in line with a pre-determined strategy that changes as the member 
gets closer to accessing their retirement savings.  Emphasis is placed on medium to higher risk 
funds (i.e. investment largely in growth assets) in search of long-term, inflation-protected 
growth whilst the member is a long way off accessing their retirement savings, switching 
progressively to “protection” assets over the years preceding the member’s target retirement 
date so as to protect the retirement savings of the member relative to the way in which they 
are expected to access these savings.  

Alternatively, it may be possible for Trust members to choose to invest in one or more of the 
funds used to construct the above lifestyle arrangement if they wish to make their own 
investment asset allocation decisions.   

Where members do not choose where their contributions, and those made on their behalf by 
their employer, are invested, the Trustee will invest these contributions according to the 
default investment strategy set out in the relevant Appendix. 

The Trustee is aware that the appropriate balance between different kinds of investments will 
vary over time and the asset allocation may change as the membership profile evolves. 
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The Trustee considers the merits of both active and passive management and may select 
different approaches for different arrangements and asset classes. 

3.3 Risks 
Investment risk lies with the members themselves.  However, the Trustee has considered a 
number of risks when making available suitable investment choices. Some of these risks will be 
more relevant to particular cohorts of members. The Trustee believes that the three principal 
investment risks most members will face are: 

 

Risk Description 

Inflation 
risk 

The risk that the investments do not provide a return at least in line with inflation, thus 
eroding the purchasing power of the retirement savings.  The Trustee makes available 
investment options that are expected to provide a long-term real rate of return. 

Volatility 

The risk that falls in fund values prior to retirement lead to a reduction in a member’s 
retirement benefits. Funds investing in bonds or a mix of assets or investment 
techniques intended to manage short-term risks may be expected to be subject to 
lower levels of short-term fluctuations in values - although there may be occasions 
when this does not hold good. 

Conversion 
risk 

The risk that fluctuations in the value of assets held, particularly in the period before 
retirement savings are accessed, lead to uncertainty over the benefit amount likely to 
be received.  In the lifestyle arrangement made available to members, the Trustee 
increases the proportion of assets that more closely match how it expects members to 
access their retirement savings.  

Other investment risks 

The Trustee believes that other investment risks members may face include: 

 

Risk Description 

Retirement 
income risk 

The risk that a member’s retirement income falls short of the amount expected, 
whether this is due to lower investment returns than expected or insufficient 
contributions being paid.  The Trustee periodically reviews the appropriateness of 
the fund range offered to members to ensure member outcomes can be maximised. 

Investment 
manager risk 

The Trustee monitors the performance of the underlying investment managers on 
a regular basis in addition to having meetings with each manager from time to time 
as necessary.  The investment platform provider has a written agreement with each 
investment manager, which contains a number of restrictions on how each 
investment manager may operate. 

ESG and climate 
risk 

The risk that environmental, social and governance issues including climate change 
will not be managed effectively in the portfolio, resulting in poor performance in 
individual investments and for the portfolio as a whole. The Trustee carefully 
reviews the approach of the underlying investment managers to ensure that they 
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address ESG and climate risk in the selection of investments and engagement with 
companies in their portfolios.  

Concentration 
risk 

This is the risk that the Fund has excessive exposure to a single institution or 
institutions that share a common risk factor, for example by operating in the same 
industry. Additionally, concentration risk can occur if the Scheme has excessive 
exposure to individual asset classes or geographical regions. Each investment 
manager is expected to manage broadly diversified portfolios and to spread assets 
across a number of individual shares and securities. 

Currency risk 

This is the risk of market loss as a result of adverse movements in foreign exchange 
rates. The Trust limits this risk and monitors the aggregate of these positions. The 
Trust may gain exposure to overseas currencies by investing in assets that are 
denominated in a foreign currency or via currency management.  

Loss of 
investment 

The risk of loss of investment by each investment manager and custodian is 
assessed by the Trustee.  This includes losses beyond those caused by market 
movements (e.g., default risk, operational errors or fraud).  The Trustee will also 
undertake a review of the internal controls and processes of each of the investment 
managers where necessary. 

Counterparty 
risk 

This risk arises when the Fund (or a fund manager appointed by the Trust) enters a 
financial contract with a third party which then fails, probably through default, to 
fulfil its obligations. The Trust controls this risk by setting an appropriately high 
minimum credit rating of counterparties it will transact with and limiting the 
exposure to any single counterparty. Investment Management Agreements with 
fund managers similarly contain provisions to limit counterparty risk to the Fund. 
In addition, when choosing which investment vehicles are appropriate for the 
Scheme, the Trust considers the security of assets policy of the investment 
manager and of the underlying vehicles. 

Liquidity risk 

The risk that the investments of the Trust are held in assets that are not accessible 
in a timely manner. The Trustee ensures that investments are generally held in 
assets that are realisable at short notice. The Trustee holds 100% of its assets in 
investments with daily liquidity. 

Managing risks 

The Trustee has developed and maintained a framework for assessing the impact of all 
investment risks on long-term investment returns.  

Time horizon 

The Trustee monitors the age profile of the Master Trust’s membership to arrive at an 
appropriate investment horizon for different groups of members when considering all 
investment and financially material risks: 

 The Master Trust is potentially open to new members from age 16. 
 As a result, given the likelihood of increases in retirement ages in the future, investment 

risks need to be considered over a multi-decade time horizon exceeding 50 years. 
 A majority of members are expected to take income drawdown in retirement. 
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 As a result, investment risks for a majority of members who are approaching retirement, 
need to be considered over a time horizon in the range of 10-20 years; i.e. the period 
from retirement to when annuity rates may become attractive. 

 Some members may choose to buy an annuity from age 55 and investment risks for this 
group need to be considered carefully. There may be a difference between the 
member’s time horizon and the time horizon for underlying investments which are 
expected to reflect the maturity profile (and interest rate sensitivity) of the assets 
backing an insurer’s annuity business.   

Principal investment risks 

The default arrangement manages the three main investment risks as members grow older by 
automatically switching from funds which are expected to give long-term growth relative to 
inflation into funds whose values should fluctuate less in the short-term relative to the benefits 
members are expected to take at retirement.  

The self-select fund range provides members with a choice of funds with differing risk and 
return characteristics which are expected to meet the investment needs of a majority of 
members.  

Ability to invest/disinvest promptly and realisation of assets 

The Trustee has delegated the responsibility for buying and selling investments to the 
investment managers. The Trustee expects that the investment platform provider and the fund 
managers will normally be able to sell the funds within a reasonable timescale. There may, 
however, be occasions where the investment platform or fund managers need to impose 
restrictions on the timing of sales and purchases of funds (most notably for funds investing in 
property) in some market conditions to protect the interests of all investors in that fund.  

Nevertheless, the Trustee has considered the risk of liquidity and recognises that most 
members’ investments have a long investment timeframe, during which assets which are less 
easily traded (such as property or infrastructure) can be managed to deliver good long-term 
returns while avoiding the impact of liquidity issues at retirement. 

The Trustee recognises that it is important that members’ contributions can be invested 
promptly in selected investment funds, and that these can be sold promptly for example when 
members wish to change where they are invested, transfer to another arrangement or if they 
wish to draw on their pension pot. The Trustee manages this risk by selecting pooled 
investment funds which can be dealt on a daily basis. The platform provider is responsible for 
monitoring the ability for members to invest and disinvest promptly and is expected to notify 
the Trustee if a situation develops whereby there is any restriction on the ability for members 
to do so. For example, this situation could occur in the event of significant economic 
uncertainty impacting on the ability for fund managers to value the underlying assets.  

Other investment risks 

The Trustee manages the other investment risks as part of the process for selecting and 
ongoing monitoring of the funds used by the Master Trust.  

The funds used give a good spread of investments which will help manage risks associated with 
market conditions, fund manager actions and default.  

In accordance with its Environmental, Social and Governance Statement and its Climate Policy 
Statement, the Trustee has made explicit allowance for climate change within the development 
and implementation of its investment strategy. The Trustee has a stated belief, encapsulated 
in its Climate Policy Statement, that climate change, and policies to address the negative 
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impacts of climate change and the transition to a lower carbon future will have a material 
impact on the value of investments over the time horizon of its members’ pension 
savings.  Additionally, the interests of its members are best served if its investment strategy 
takes full account of the risks and opportunities related to climate change. As such, the Trustee 
discusses the potential impact of climate risks with its adviser when reviewing the investment 
strategy, and with managers on a periodic basis, and invests in a number of specialist climate 
change funds within the default investment strategy, as well as monitoring developments in 
this area including the availability of solutions to mitigate climate-related risks. 

3.4 Expected returns on investments 

The Trustee has regard to the relative investment return and risk that each asset class is 
expected to provide. The Trustee is advised by their professional advisers on these matters, 
who they deem to be appropriately qualified experts. 

The Trustee recognises the need to distinguish between nominal and real returns and to make 
appropriate allowance for inflation and charges when making decisions and comparisons.  

 

Asset class Expected long-term investment 
returns relative to inflation  

Expected shorter- term 
volatility in fund values 

Equities (i.e. company shares)  Strong return relative to 
inflation Most volatile in the short-term 

Property (e.g. offices, shops and 
warehouses) Positive, but lower than equities Lower than equities 

Corporate Bonds (i.e. loan stocks 
issued by companies) 

Positive, but lower than equities 
and property Lower than equities or property 

Fixed Interest Government 
Bonds (e.g. UK Gilts) 

Positive, but lower than 
equities, property or corporate 
bonds 

Lower than equities, property 
or corporate bonds 

Index-Linked Government 
Bonds (e.g. UK Index-Linked 
Gilts 

In line with inflation Lower than equities, property 
or corporate bonds 

Cash (and other short-term 
interest-bearing investments) 

Return may not keep pace with 
inflation 

Minimal with high degree (but 
not complete) of capital 
security 

 
Having established the investment strategy, the Trustee monitors the performance of each 
investment manager against an agreed benchmark as frequently as appropriate according to 
market conditions. The Trustee meets the Trust’s investment managers as frequently as is 
appropriate in order to review performance. 

3.5 Realisation of investments 
The Trustee has delegated the responsibility for buying and selling investments to the 
investment managers. The Trustee expects that the investment platform provider and the fund 
managers will normally be able to sell the funds within a reasonable timescale. There may, 
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however, be occasions where the investment platform or fund managers need to impose 
restrictions on the timing of sales and purchases of funds (most notably for funds investing in 
property) in some market conditions to protect the interests of all investors in that fund.  

Nevertheless, the Trustee has considered the risk of liquidity and recognises that most 
members’ investments have a long investment timeframe, during which assets which are less 
easily traded (such as property or infrastructure) can be managed to deliver good long-term 
returns while avoiding the impact of liquidity issues at retirement. 

3.6 Financially material considerations 
Given the Trust uses pooled funds, the Trustee has delegated day to day investment decisions 
including the management of financially material considerations to the fund managers.  

The Trustee recognises that the ongoing consideration of financially material considerations, 
including ESG factors and climate risk, are relevant to the development, selection and 
monitoring of the Master Trust’s investment options. The Trustee has developed a policy on 
Environmental, Social and Governance issues and also a separate Climate Policy Statement 
which they actively take into account in terms of the monitoring and selection of investment 
managers and funds. The Trustee expects that the fund managers will have our members’ 
financial interests as their first priority when choosing investments.  

Responsible Investment Policy 

Guiding Principles 

The Trustee strongly believes that the interests of its members are best served if its investment 
strategy is implemented in a sustainable and responsible manner, carefully taking account of 
ESG and climate issues in investment decisions. Therefore, its approach is to:    

 ensure effective and integrated management of ESG and climate risks, to support the 
Trustee’s desire to protect and enhance value of its member assets over the long term. 

 explore how to engage with its members to understand any specific ESG and climate 
issues that they want to see reflected in the investment strategy. 

Over time, the Trustee aspires to continue to develop its portfolio in order to continue to be 
able to: 

 identify and capture some existing investment opportunities offering solutions to 
environmental and social challenges (for example, healthcare solutions for ageing 
populations; renewable technologies to address climate change; technologies to 
improve the use of water, gender equality in employment), provided they are aligned 
with the Fund’s objectives and strategy.  

 actively explore innovative investments that seek to respond to global challenges 
affecting the current and future health and well-being of its members and invest in 
these where they are compatible with the Fund’s objectives and strategy. 

Responsible Investment Beliefs 

The Trustee’s responsible investment beliefs are summarised below: 

 Responsible investment is a discipline that is continuously evolving. Being open to new 
approaches and standards is critical to maximising what can be achieved. Remaining 
informed of appropriate investable innovations that address challenges (such as climate 
change) supports delivery of tangible impact.  
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 ESG and climate risks pose a real and material threat to members' retirement outcomes. 
Generating an appropriate and sustainable financial return for members while also 
addressing global challenges helps to mitigate these risks. 

 Responsible investment factors influence long-term performance which presents 
opportunities and risks. Each stage of the investment decision making process needs to 
consider ESG and climate risks (investment strategy, investment selection, reporting 
etc). Being active owners of investments over the long term is critical for responsible 
stewardship of assets. 

 Illiquid investments (which may or may not yield a direct social impact) may provide 
investment opportunities. There is an opportunity to enhance return through capture 
of the illiquidity premium while yielding measurable impact solutions that address 
global challenges. 

Implementation 
The Trust uses standard pooled funds offered by investment platform providers and fund 
managers. This gives access to a range of funds while keeping down costs to members, but 
means that the Trustee cannot adopt an approach to managing financially material 
considerations specific to the Trust. However, as outlined in the bullet points below, the 
Trustee nevertheless seeks to manage financially material considerations to protect long-term 
returns by: 

 Choosing fund managers who have clearly articulated policies for managing financially 
material considerations including climate change. 

 For actively managed funds (where the fund manager decides where to invest), expect 
the fund managers to take financially material considerations into account when 
selecting which companies and markets to invest in. 

 For passively managed funds, the Trustee recognises that the funds’ objectives are to 
deliver returns in line with its benchmark (which may or may not take into account ESG 
and climate factors), which the Trustee believes will deliver appropriate risk adjusted 
returns. 

 Utilise a robust and credible approach to evaluating companies’ performance on 
environmental, social and governance issues, both in terms of management of ESG risk 
and identification of opportunities arising from future SI trends. 

 In particular, take account of climate-related risks and opportunities in investment 
strategy. 

 Engage with the companies in their portfolio in order to reduce the negative 
environmental and social impact of their activities and enhance the positive; and 

 Actively look to exclude investments in companies that:  
1. are involved in the manufacturing of controversial weapons (chemical weapons, 

biological weapons, nuclear weapons, anti-personnel mines and cluster 
munitions). 

2. derive the majority of their revenues from coal mining. 
3. violate the UN Global Compact standards on human rights, labour, the 

environment and corruption for three years or longer. 

3.7 Non-financial factors 
The Trustee recognises that a number of members will have strong personal views or religious 
convictions that influence where they believe their savings should, or should not, be invested.  
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The Trustee notes that a large majority of members have not made active investment choices 
and so the Trustee believes that most members are unlikely to have strong views on where 
their savings are invested.  

The Trustee continues to seek opportunities to actively engage with members to understand 
the issues that are of particular interest and concern. Among other things this helps to inform 
the responsible investment policy and its effect on the investment strategy. The Trustee 
requires an annual report from relevant staff providing details of issues raised, whether or not 
they have been taken into account, and where appropriate modifications to the investment 
strategy can be made. In addition, over time the Trustee seeks to engage with members by 
reporting on the impact of the portfolio.    

The Trust offers a choice of ethical, environmental and faith-based funds for members who are 
likely to hold stronger views in these areas than the majority of members.  

The Trustee notes that non-financial factors can affect various investment risks which are 
borne by members and may under-perform other funds with broader-based investment 
approaches.  

Fund managers are otherwise only expected to take non-financial factors into account when 
these do not conflict with the financial interests of members and the Scheme’s investment 
objectives.  

3.8 Stewardship 
The Trustee recognises that stewardship encompasses the exercise of voting rights, 
engagement by and with investment platforms and fund managers and the monitoring of 
compliance with agreed policies. 

The Master Trust offers members the default arrangement and a choice of alternative lifestyle 
options and self-select funds. The Trustee’s stewardship activities are focused on the default 
arrangement which is used by the largest number of members and accounts for the majority of 
the Master Trust assets. 

Members’ financial interests 

The Trustee expects that the investment platform provider and fund managers will have the 
members’ financial interests as their first priority when choosing investments. 

Voting and engagement 

The Trustee believes that engagement with the companies in which the Trust invests, including 
the proactive use of shareholder voting rights, can improve the longer-term returns on the 
Trust’s investments. 

We recognise that the Trust’s assets are currently invested through pooled funds which are 
managed by external fund managers. As a result, the Trustee has adopted a policy of delegating 
voting decisions on stocks to the underlying fund managers on the basis that voting power will 
be exercised by them with the objective of preserving and enhancing long term shareholder 
value. The fund managers are expected to exercise the voting rights attached to individual 
investments in accordance with their own house policy. 

The Trustee expects the investment platform provider to adopt similar practices with regards 
to the inclusion and ongoing oversight of fund managers on their platform. The Trustee also 
expects the platform provider to be able to evidence their own governance practices on 
request. 
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The Trustee believes it is appropriate to actively encourage the fund managers directly or 
through the platform provider to engage with key stakeholders which may include corporate 
management, regulators and governance bodies, relating to their investments in order to 
improve corporate behaviours, improve performance and mitigate financial risks. The Trustee 
will request, where appropriate and practicable, that the platform provider or investment 
managers notify the Trustee of any issue on which it may be beneficial for the Trustee to 
undertake further engagement. The Trustee will review engagement activity undertaken by 
the fund managers as part of its broader monitoring activity. 

Monitoring 

This is administered and monitored: 

 obtaining and periodically reviewing a copy of the fund manager’s sustainable 
investment policies, which outline how SI factors are integrated into their investment 
process. 

 ensuring that fund managers are, or are working towards becoming, signatories of the 
UN Principles for Responsible Investment and the UK Stewardship Code. 

 certifying that fund managers engagement strategy is aligned as far as is possible with 
the Red Line Voting Initiative. 

 requiring investment managers report periodically on voting approach, history and any 
potential conflicts (in line with the UK Stewardship Code), ensuring managers are voting 
thoughtfully. 

 confirming that fund managers have a publicly documented voting policy 
 working with fund managers to explore ways of reporting on SI issues, including metrics 

for assessment of climate-related risks and opportunities and for disclosure of 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

 the Trustee is willing to collaborate with investors and undertake engagement activities 
to improve the chances of achieving positive change in members’ best interest. 

The Trustee aims to meet with all fund managers on a periodic basis. The Trustee will provide 
the fund managers with an agenda for discussion, including as appropriate issues relating to 
performance, strategy, risks, individual holdings and ESG and climate issues. Managers are 
challenged both directly by the Trustee and by their investment advisers on the impact of any 
significant issues including, where appropriate, ESG and climate issues that may affect the 
prospects for return from the portfolio. 

The Trustee also expects the platform provider to monitor adherence of their investment 
managers to stated voting and engagement policies, engage with managers where concerns 
are identified and to report on these issues. The Trustee receives reports from the investment 
platform provider on the fund managers’ voting activity on a periodic basis.  

The Trustee reviews the fund managers’ voting activity on a quarterly basis in conjunction with 
their investment adviser and uses this information as a basis for discussion with the investment 
platform provider and fund managers. Where the Trustee deems it appropriate, any issues of 
concern will be raised with the manager for further explanation. 

The Trustee will meet with all major fund managers on at least an annual basis. The Trustee 
will provide the fund managers with an agenda for discussion, including issues relating to 
individual votes and, where appropriate, other ESG and climate issues. Managers will be 
challenged both directly by the Trustee and by their investment advisers on the impact of any 
significant issues including shareholder voting record, conflicts of interests and, where 
appropriate, ESG and climate issues that may affect the prospects for return from the portfolio. 
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Structure of the investment arrangements 

The Master Trust invests contributions for members through an investment platform provider. 
Contributions buy units in the provider’s funds. The provider in turn backs the value of its funds 
by buying units in funds from a selection of fund managers where investments are pooled with 
other investors. This enables the Master Trust to invest in a range of funds giving a good spread 
of investments in a cost-effective manner.  

The Master Trust’s asset, and the Trustee’s contract with the provider, is the policy of insurance 
issued by the provider. As a result, the Trustee does not have any contractual arrangement 
with the investment managers or title to the underlying funds’ assets.   

Delegation of investment decisions 

The investment of contributions through the provider’s investment platform means that the 
Trustee has delegated day to day investment decisions including the management of financially 
material considerations to the provider, who has in turn delegated these investment decisions 
to the investment managers. Part of an investment manager’s day to day responsibilities 
include consideration, where relevant, of the capital structure of investments and the 
appropriateness of any investment made. Where managers are investing in new issuance, the 
Trustee requires the investment manager to engage with the issuer about the terms on which 
capital is issued and the potential impact on the rights of new and existing investors. 

Selection of funds 

The Trustee will invest in funds on the provider’s platform which in turn invest in the 
investment managers’ pooled funds. The objectives of the funds and the policies of the 
investment managers will be evaluated by the Trustee to ensure that they are appropriate for 
the needs of the Master Trust.  

The Trustee’s choice of funds, and hence choice of approaches to aspects such as responsible 
investment and shareholder engagement, are constrained by the choice of funds available on 
the provider’s platform. While the Trustee will endeavour as far as possible to select a platform 
provider and funds on that provider’s platform which are consistent with the Master Trust’s 
investment objectives and the Trustee’s investment beliefs, this needs to be balanced against 
the wider benefits of access to the other funds on the platform and the other services from the 
platform provider as well as taking into consideration the costs of change to the Master Trust 
and its members.  

The Trustee will seek to engage with the platform provider to obtain funds which meet the 
Trustee’s investment beliefs, and are expected to improve outcomes for members, but this is 
subject to being commercially viable for the provider and consistent with the charge cap for 
the default arrangements. The Trustee expects the provider to encourage the investment 
managers to adopt appropriate practices for responsible investment and shareholder 
engagement.  

The Trustee will periodically review the choice of platform provider, at which time the 
suitability of the provider’s fund range and effectiveness of its governance of the investment 
managers on its platform will be key criteria.  

Manager incentives 

The basis of remuneration of the investment managers by the platform provider may be subject 
to commercial confidentiality, however, the Trustee will seek transparency of all costs and 
charges borne by members. Nevertheless, the Trustee expects that it will be in the interests of 
both the platform provider and the investment managers on the provider’s platform to produce 
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growth in asset values in line with the funds’ investment objectives. For passively managed 
funds this should be within an acceptable margin of the index the fund tracks. For actively 
managed funds the investment return should be commensurate with the level of investment 
risk implied by the fund’s objectives.  

The Trustee expects, where possible, that the investment managers will make decisions based 
on assessments about medium to long-term, financial and non-financial performance of an 
issuer of debt or equity. The Trustee acknowledges that investment managers for passively 
managed funds are restricted to invest in a manner consistent with a specific benchmark index 
and so they are not responsible for day-to-day selection of shares or securities. The Trustee 
also expects investment managers to engage with issuers of debt or equity in order to improve 
their performance in the medium to long-term.  

When selecting funds, the Trustee will ask their investment advisor to consider the investment 
managers’ remuneration strategies and appropriateness of each fund’s investment guidelines 
to ensure that there is no inducement or scope to take an undue level of risk and that the 
investment managers will act in line with the interests of the Master Trust’s members. 

In accordance with the 2015 Regulations, the Trustee conducts an annual Value for Members 
assessment and will take action should the provider be found to be giving poor value. In 
addition, in accordance with guidance from the Pensions Regulator, the Trustee will 
periodically review the Master Trust’s choice of provider to ensure their charges and services 
remain competitive. The Trustee believes that these steps are the most effective way of 
incentivising the provider to deliver Value for Members, of which investment management 
charges and investment performance are key considerations.  

The Trustee also undertakes a review at least every three years in which the appropriateness 
of the investment options at which time the suitability of the Master Trust’s investment 
management arrangements are also considered. 

The Trustee monitors the investment managers on a quarterly basis over rolling time horizons 
of up to 3 years, and believes this approach is consistent with determining whether the 
investment manager is making decisions based on an appropriate time horizon. As part of their 
monitoring process, the Trustee will consider the following information: 

 performance of their funds’ respective benchmarks or performance targets. 
 Relative tracking error where appropriate. 
 non-financial matters, including the exercise of stewardship responsibilities (along with 

engagement with issuers). 
 whether the investment manager is investing in a manner consistent with the stated 

objectives of the fund, including types of investments to be held and dealing 
requirements. 

 the management of risks. 

The platform provider or investment managers are expected to provide explanations for any 
significant divergence from a fund’s objectives. A material deviation from performance and risk 
targets or approach to portfolio management is likely to result in the fund being formally 
reviewed. 

Portfolio turnover 

The Trustee does not expect investment managers to take excessive short-term risk and will 
monitor the investment manager’s performance against the benchmarks and objectives on a 
short, medium and long terms basis.  
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For passively managed funds the turnover of holdings is driven by changes in the index a fund 
seeks to track and hence is outside the control of the investment manager except where a 
fund’s total assets under management are relatively small where the investment manager does 
not fully replicate the index or where a fund invests in less liquid stocks. 

When selecting actively managed funds, the Trustee will consider, with the help of their 
investment advisers, the expected level of turnover commensurate with a fund’s investment 
objectives, the investment manager’s investment processes and the nature of the fund’s 
assets.  

Whilst the Trustee expects performance to be delivered net of costs, including the costs of 
trading within the portfolio, the Trustee will ask the investment platform provider or 
investment managers on the platform to report on at least an annual basis on the underlying 
assets held within fund with details of any transactions and turnover costs incurred over the 
Trust’s reporting year. The Trustee will seek to compare portfolio turnover and the resultant 
costs against peer groups or portfolio turnover and costs for an appropriate index.  

Where a fund has significantly under or outperformed its benchmark, the Trustee will seek to 
ascertain where necessary whether higher or lower than normal turnover has been a 
contributory factor. The Trustee will challenge the platform provider and/or investment 
managers if there is a sudden change in portfolio turnover or if the level of turnover seems 
excessive.     

Portfolio duration 

The Trustee recognises the long-term nature of defined contribution pension investments and 
chooses funds which are expected to deliver sustainable returns over the Master Trust 
members’ investment horizon. The Trustee will carry out necessary due diligence on the 
underlying investment decision making process, to ensure the manager makes investment 
decisions over an appropriate time horizon aligned with the objectives for the related 
investment option.  

The Trustee expects that each fund will be used for at least three years, this being the period 
over which performance of the fund can be appropriately evaluated and the costs of change 
amortised, although all funds are subject to ongoing review against various financial and non-
financial metrics in addition to their continued appropriateness within the investment strategy.  

Balance of investments 

The Trustee reviews the nature of the Master Trust’s investment options on a regular basis, 
with particular reference to suitability and diversification. The Trustee considers written advice 
from a suitably qualified person when determining the appropriateness of each investment 
manager and fund for the Master Trust, particularly in relation to diversification, risk, expected 
return and liquidity.  

Overall, the Trustee’s intention is that the Master Trust’s investment options: 

 provide a balance of investments. 
 are appropriate for managing the risks typically faced by members. 

Security of assets 

The funds we offer to members are provided through a policy of insurance issued to the 
Trustee. As a result, the value of our members’ funds may be affected in the event of the 
provider getting into financial difficulties. The Trustee has considered the financial strength of 
the providers and believes that it offers our members a high degree of security. This position 
will be kept under review on a regular basis. As part of the process to become an authorised 
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Master Trust, Smart Pension had to fulfil very stringent requirements, including in relation to 
financial stability and the Trustee draws comfort from the fact that the Master Trust is now 
fully authorised by the Pensions Regulator.  

The underlying funds used by the provider’s platform are accessed through a variety of 
different investment structures and are managed by a range of different fund managers. In the 
unlikely event of a fund manager getting into financial difficulties, the values in these 
underlying funds will depend upon the nature of the contract between Smart Pension and the 
fund vehicles used by the fund managers’ funds. The Trustee has reviewed the structure of the 
funds that we offer to members and are comfortable that the structure is appropriate when 
compared with other options available in the market.  

For the record 

The Trustee obtains and considers proper advice from suitably experienced and qualified 
persons when choosing investments and preparing the Statement of Investment Principles.   

Funds are chosen by the Trustee to give an expected level of return with an appropriate level 
of investment risk which meets the objectives of each default arrangement and other 
investment options. 

The funds used at each stage of the default arrangement and the alternative lifestyle options 
are intended to deliver good member outcomes at retirement from an appropriate balance of 
investment growth relative to inflation and the then pertinent investment risks.   

The investment platform uses a life insurance company based legal vehicle for its funds. The 
fund managers used by the platform use a variety of different legal vehicles for their funds. 
The funds may invest in quoted and unquoted securities traded in regulated UK and overseas 
markets: 

 equities (company shares). 
 Fixed interest and index-linked bonds issued by governments and companies.  
 cash and other short-term interest bearing deposits. 
 Commercial and residential property. 
 illiquid assets including infrastructure, forestry, private equity and private debt. 
 Commodities through collective investment vehicles. 
 derivatives to facilitate changes in where funds are invested or to help control 

investment risks. 

Funds provided through a life insurance company must comply with the Financial Conduct 
Authority (“FCA”) “Permitted Links” rules, which place limits on the degree of leverage a fund 
can use. Fund managers using other fund vehicles subject to the European “UCITS IV” and the 
FCA’s “Non-UCITS” regulations have to meet requirements on the security and concentrations 
of assets. Exchange Traded Funds may be used directly or indirectly to gain access to less easily 
traded and illiquid asset classes.  

Subject to the funds’ benchmarks and guidelines, the fund managers are given full discretion 
over the choice of securities and, for multi-asset funds, choice of asset classes. Fund managers 
are expected to maintain well-diversified and suitably liquid portfolios of investments.  

The Trustee considers that these types of investments are suitable for the Trust. The Trustee 
is satisfied that the funds used by the Scheme provide adequate diversification both within and 
across different asset classes. 
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Appendix A 

Investment implementation for the default 
arrangement 
Main default arrangement 
The default arrangement is a lifestyle strategy which targets drawdown at retirement. This 
default is being gradually introduced to members between March 2020 and March 2021. 

Members are invested in funds expected to give higher returns relative to inflation up to 8 
years before their selected retirement date. 

Members are gradually switched into funds which are expected to give good returns relative 
to inflation while consolidating past investment gains from 8 years before their selected 
retirement date. 

Finally, at retirement, members’ pots are invested into funds aligned to their expected benefit 
choices at retirement. The Trustee, taking advice from its investment consultant, believes the 
retirement asset allocation to be suitable for members in the default arrangement.     

Fund allocation 

The allocation to each fund in the default arrangement at yearly intervals up to a member’s 
selected retirement date pictured below: 
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Funds  

The funds used by the default arrangement are: 

Platform Fund Underlying fund 

Smart Growth: Moderate Risk 

LGIM Future World North America Equity Index Fund 
LGIM Future World UK Equity Index Fund 
LGIM Future World Europe (ex UK) Equity Index Fund 
LGIM Future World Japan Equity Index Fund 
LGIM Future World Asia (ex Japan) Equity Index Fund  
LGIM Future World Emerging Markets Equity Index Fund 
LGIM Global Developed Small Cap Index Fund 
LGIM UK FTSE 100 Index Fund 
J.P. Morgan Global Bond Opportunities Fund 
MV Dual Credit Fund 

Smart Annuity LGIM Pre-Retirement Fund 

Smart Cash LGIM Cash Fund 

Smart Income LGIM Retirement Income Multi Asset Fund 

Investment costs 

Fund charges 

The investment platform provider’s and fund managers’ charges for the investment options are 
borne by the members. In addition to these charges, members also pay an administration fee. 
This will depend on the fee negotiated by the participating employer. 

The Trustee has negotiated fee arrangements with the investment managers for the 
management of the Trust’s investments.  

As well as the annual management charges, additional fund expenses will apply (covering legal, 
accounting and auditing fees for each fund). The additional fund expenses may vary from 
quarter to quarter. 

The Trust is a ‘qualifying scheme’ for auto-enrolment purposes, which means that the Default 
Option is subject to the charge cap introduced by the Government from April 2015.  

Transaction costs 

Transaction costs arise when the fund managers buy and sell the assets held by each fund. 
Costs may also be incurred when units in the funds are bought and sold. These costs are taken 
into account when calculating the funds’ unit prices and members’ fund values. The Trustee 
monitors the overall level of costs periodically to ensure members are receiving good value for 
money including transaction costs. 

Review 

The Trustee reviews the appropriateness of the Trust’s investment options on an ongoing basis. 
This review includes consideration of the continued competence of the investment manager 
with respect to performance within any guidelines set. The investment strategy was reviewed 
in 2019 and the first quarter of 2020 with the support of Hymans Robertson. Members are 
being transitioned to the new glidepath gradually - this process started in March 2020 and 
should be completed in the second quarter of 2021.  
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The performance of the investment manager will be monitored as frequently as the Trustee 
considers appropriate in light of the prevailing circumstances. The monitoring takes into 
account both short-term and long-term performance. 

Implementation Statement 
The Trustee included an implementation statement as part of the 30 June 2020 Financial 
Report and Accounts.  

The implementation statement included, but was not limited to, discussion on items including: 

 Policies and objectives. 
 Investment. 

1. Investment Strategy. 
2. Investment beliefs. 
3. Security of assets. 
4. Conflicts of interest. 
5. Manager incentives. 

 Member engagement. 
 Governance. 

Gen Life Default Arrangement 
The Trustee has selected a multi-asset fund as a default arrangement because it invests in a 
wide range of asset classes. Through its diversified approach it aims to achieve a balance 
between risk and long-term investment returns. It is called the Legal & General (PMC) Multi-
Asset Fund 3.  

The aim of the Multi-Asset Fund is to provide long-term investment growth through exposure 
to a diversified range of asset classes. The diversified nature of the Fund means that it is 
expected to have less exposure than an equity-only fund to adverse equity market conditions. 
However, the Fund may perform less strongly than an equity-only fund in benign or positive 
market conditions. 

Ex- Tesco Default Arrangement 
The ex-Tesco default arrangement is a lifestyle strategy which is designed for members who 
intend to take all of their retirement savings as cash quite soon after retiring (e.g., within three 
years). 

Members remain in the LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Growth Fund until 20 years 
prior to their selected retirement age, at which point their assets begin to be de-risked in a 
multi-phased approach.  

 

Platform Fund Underlying fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
growth Fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Equity 
Fund 
LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Diversified Fund 

The first phase operates up until 10 years prior to retirement, gradually de-risking and 
reallocating a 20% portion of a member's assets across from the LGIM Smart Pension (former 
Tesco MPS) Equity Fund into the LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Corporate Bond 
Fund.  
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The member's 30% exposure to the Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Diversified Fund is 
maintained through the period, giving an allocation split at year 10 of 50:30:20 between the 
LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Equity Fund, the LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco 
MPS) Diversified Fund and the LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Corporate Bond 
Fund.  

This same lower risk allocation is then maintained up until 4 years prior to retirement, at which 
point a member's assets are once again further de-risked, with exposures to the LGIM Smart 
Pension (former Tesco MPS) Diversified Fund and the LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Corporate Bond Fund both removed, and exposure to the LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco 
MPS) Equity Fund dramatically reduced to an at retirement allocation of 15% of total assets. 
The balance of assets is split 60% in the LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Nearly There 
Bond Fund and 25% in the LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Cash Fund. This enables 
members easy access to withdraw their tax-free lump sums on retirement. 

Platform Fund Underlying fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Equity Fund 

LGIM World developed equity Index Fund 
LGIM PMC Tesco Pension Investors Equity Fund 
LGIM World Emerging Market Equity Index Fund 
LGIM UK Smaller Companies Index Fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Nearly There Bond Fund 

LGIM Under 5 Year Index-linked Gilts Fund 
LGIM Short Dated Corporate Bonds Index Fund 
LGIM Absolute Return Bond Fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Diversified Fund 

LGIM Private Equity Passive Fund 
LGIM FTSE Developed Core Infrastructure Index 
Fund 
LGIM Global real Estate Equity Index Fund 
LGIM Managed Property Fund 
LGIM High Yield Bond Fund 
LGIM Emerging Market Passive Local Currency 
Government Bond Fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Corporate Bond Fund LGIM AAA-AA-A Corporate Bond Fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Cash 
Fund LGIM Cash Fund 

Barclays Default Arrangement 
The Barclays default arrangement is a lifestyle strategy designed for members targeting to 
withdraw 25% cash at the point of retirement and access pension freedoms. The expectation 
is that members will flexibly use their pot to provide income in retirement. 

Members’ assets are invested in a single investment strategy - the Global Markets Investment 
Strategy. This strategy invests in a range of funds with different risk profiles - the funds in this 
strategy are called the Barclays Wealth Global Markets Funds and are numbered 1-5 (the 
strategy currently makes use of three of these funds). 

These funds in turn invest in a range of underlying investment funds in proportions determined 
by Barclays Investment Solutions Limited (“BISL”). The underlying investment funds are 
managed by BlackRock via their iShares series of funds. The range of risk profiles reflect 
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different levels of return targeted for each fund, with commensurate levels of risk. When 
members are within 12 years of their selected retirement date, their assets will move gradually 
to a lower risk profile, with a final reduction in risk implemented in the final 3 years, as shown 
in the chart below.  

 
Funds currently used in the Global Markets Investment Strategy: 
 

BISL Fund Target 
return Underlying BlackRock iShares funds 

Barclays Wealth 
Global Markets 1 
Fund ( RP1) 

CPI + 1% 
per annum 

UK Equity Index 
World ex-UK Equity Index 
Emerging Market Equity Index 
Over 15 Years Gilt Index 
Over 5 Years Index-linked Gilt Index 
All Stocks Corporate Bond  
Cash 
Other BlackRock iShares funds may be held from time to 
time to support the delivery of the overall objectives of 
the blended fund 

Barclays Wealth 
Global Markets 2 
Fund ( RP2) 

CPI + 2% 
per annum 

Barclays Wealth 
Global Markets 5 
Fund ( RP5) 

CPI + 5% 
per annum 
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Appendix B 

Investment implementation for investment 
options outside the default arrangement 
Lifestyle options 
The Trust offers members a choice of alternative lifestyle option as an alternative to the default 
arrangement. 

Objective 

While the default arrangement’s lifestyle strategy targets drawdown at retirement with an 
intermediate overall level of expected investment risk, there are two alternative lifestyle 
options which continue to target drawdown at retirement with a lower and higher overall level 
of expected investment risk.  

Members in the default arrangement can also choose a lifestyle strategy targeting annuity or 
cash at retirement. If they do so, investments will be switched gradually from Smart Growth to 
Smart Annuity or Smart Cash respectively. This de-risking will start 8 years prior to the selected 
retirement date. 

Approach for higher and lower expected investment risk 

Members are invested in funds expected to give higher or lower returns relative to inflation up 
to 4 years before their selected retirement date. 

Members are gradually switched into funds which are expected to give good returns relative 
to inflation while consolidating past investment gains between 4 and 2 years before their 
selected retirement date. 

Finally, members are automatically switched into funds that align to their expected retirement 
choices during the last 2 years up to their selected retirement date. 

Funds 

The funds used by the alternative lifestyle options are the same as the main default fund but 
have a fund growth fund: Smart Growth Cautious and Smart Growth Speculative for the lower 
and higher risk strategies respectively. 

Platform Fund Underlying fund 

Smart Growth Cautious 

LGIM UK FTSE 100 Index Fund 
LGIM World (ex UK) Developed Equity Index Fund 
LGIM North America Equity Index Fund 
LGIM All Stocks Index-Linked Gilts Index Fund 

Smart Growth Speculative 

LGIM UK FTSE 100 Index Fund 
LGIM World (ex UK) Developed Equity Index Fund 
LGIM North America Equity Index Fund 
LGIM All Stocks Index-Linked Gilts Index Fund 
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Alternative lifestyle strategies for ex-Tesco members 

Ex-Tesco members have the option to invest in 2 alternative lifestyle options as well as the ex-
Tesco default.  

One option, the Tesco Drawdown Lifestyle Option, is intended for members utilising 
drawdown at retirement and taking 25% as a tax-free lump sum. The glidepath is identical to 
the ex-Tesco default up until 4 years before retirement. From 4 years from retirement, the 
glidepath gradually transitions to the following balance of assets: 25% in the LGIM Smart 
Pension (former MPS) Cash Fund, 25% in the LGIM Smart Pension (former MPS) Equity Fund, 
30% in the LGIM Smart Pension (former MPS) Diversified Fund and 20% in the LGIM Smart 
Pension (former MPS) Corporate Bond Fund.  

The other option is the Tesco Regular Income Lifestyle Option, which is intended for those 
purchasing an annuity at retirement and taking 25% as a tax-free lump sum. It is identical to 
the ex-Tesco members default fund up until 4 years before retirement. From 4 years from 
retirement, the glidepath gradually transitions to 25% in the LGIM Smart Pension (former MPS) 
Cash Fund and 75% in the LGIM Smart Pension (former MPS) Pre-Retirement Fund. 

Self-select fund range 
The Trust offers members a choice of self-select funds options as an alternative to the default 
option and alternative lifestyle options.  

Fund range 

The choice of self-select funds are: 

Platform Fund Underlying fund 

Smart UK FTSE 100 Equity Index Fund LGIM UK FTSE 100 Equity Index Fund 

Smart World (ex UK) Developed Equity 
Index Fund LGIM World (ex UK) Developed Equity Index Fund 

Smart All Stocks Index Linked Gilts Fund LGIM All Stock Index Linked Gilts Fund 

Smart North America Equity Index Fund LGIM North America Equity Index Fund  

Smart Cash LGIM Cash 

Smart Overseas Bond Index Fund - GBP 
Hedged LGIM Overseas Bond Index Fund - GBP Hedged 

Smart Income Fund LGIM Retirement Income Multi Asset Fund 

Smart World Emerging Markets Equity Index 
Fund LGIM World Emerging Markets Equity Index Fund 

Smart Ethical Global Index Fund LGIM Ethical Global Index Fund 
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Smart Sharia Fund HSBC Islamic Global Equity Index Fund 

Smart Annuity LGIM Pre-retirement Fund 

Smart Future Fund 

LGIM Future World Equity Index Fund 
LGIM Future World Europe (ex UK) Equity Index 
Fund 
LGIM Future World North America Equity Index 
Fund 
LGIM Future World Japan Equity Index Fund 
LGIM Future World Asia Pacific (ex Japan) Equity 
Index Fund 
LGIM All Stocks Index-Linked Gilts Index Fund 

Investment costs 
The investment platform provider’s and fund managers’ charges for the investment options are 
borne by the members. 

Transaction costs arise when the fund managers buy and sell the assets held by each fund. 
Costs may also be incurred when units in the funds are bought and sold. These costs are taken 
into account when calculating the funds’ unit prices and members’ fund values and are borne 
by members. 

Ex Tesco members  

Platform Fund Underlying fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Equity Fund 

LGIM World developed equity Index Fund 
LGIM PMC Tesco Pension Investors Equity Fund 
LGIM World Emerging Market Equity Index Fund 
LGIM UK Smaller Companies Index Fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Nearly There Bond Fund 

LGIM Under 5 Year Index-linked Gilts Fund 
LGIM Short Dated Corporate Bonds Index Fund 
LGIM Absolute Return Bond Fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Diversified Fund 

LGIM Private Equity Passive Fund 
LGIM FTSE Developed Core Infrastructure Index 
Fund 
LGIM Global real Estate Equity Index Fund 
LGIM Managed Property Fund 
LGIM High Yield Bond Fund 
LGIM Emerging Market Passive Local Currency 
Government Bond Fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Growth Fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Equity 
Fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Diversified Fund 
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LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Cash 
Fund LGIM Sterling Liquidity Fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Corporate Bond Fund LGIM AAA-AA-A Corporate Bond Fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Pre-
Retirement Fund LGIM Pre-Retirement Fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Shariah Fund HSBC Islamic Global Equity 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Ethical Fund LGIM Ethical Fund 

LGIM Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) 
Index Linked Gilts Fund LGIM Index-Linked gilts Fund 

Barclays members  

Platform Fund Underlying fund 

Barclays Wealth Global 
Markets 1 Fund (RP1) 

BlackRock iShares UK Equity Index Fund 
BlackRock iSharesWorld ex-UK Equity Index Fund 
BlackRock iShares Emerging Market Equity Index Fund 
BlackRock iShares Over 15 Years Gilt Index Fund 
BlackRock iShares Over 5 Years Index-linked Gilt Index Fund 
BlackRock iShares All Stocks Corporate Bond Fund 
BlackRock iShares Cash Fund 
Other BlackRock iShares funds may be held from time to time to 
support the delivery of the overall objectives of the blended fund 

Barclays Wealth Global 
Markets 2 Fund (RP2) 

Barclays Wealth Global 
Markets 3 Fund (RP3) 

Barclays Wealth Global 
Markets 4 Fund (RP4) 

Barclays Wealth Global 
Markets 5 Fund (RP5) 

Smart UK FTSE 100 Equity 
Index Fund LGIM UK FTSE 100 Equity Index Fund 

Smart World (ex UK) 
Developed Equity Index 
Fund 

LGIM World (ex UK) Developed Equity Index Fund 

Smart All Stocks Index Linked 
Gilts Fund LGIM All Stock Index Linked Gilts Fund 

Smart North America Equity 
Index Fund LGIM North America Equity Index Fund  

Smart Cash LGIM Cash 

Smart Overseas Bond Index 
Fund - GBP Hedged LGIM Overseas Bond Index Fund - GBP Hedged 
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Smart Income Fund LGIM Retirement Income Multi Asset Fund 

Smart World Emerging 
Markets Equity Index Fund LGIM World Emerging Markets Equity Index Fund 

Smart Ethical Global Index 
Fund LGIM Ethical Global Index Fund 

Smart Sharia Fund HSBC Islamic Global Equity Index Fund 

Smart Annuity LGIM Pre-retirement Fund 

Smart Future Fund 

LGIM Future World Equity Index Fund 
LGIM Future World Europe (ex UK) Equity Index Fund 
LGIM Future World North America Equity Index Fund 
LGIM Future World Japan Equity Index Fund 
LGIM Future World Asia Pacific (ex Japan) Equity Index Fund 
LGIM All Stocks Index-Linked Gilts Index Fund 
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Appendix C 

Investment implementation for the 
decumulation solution - Smart Retire (outside 
the default arrangement) 
Smart Retire 
The Trust offers members a decumulation solution, Smart Retire, which provides members with 
the ability to retain their pension savings within the Trust at retirement and make use of a 
choice of investment options for continued investment and flexible access to the monies. 

Objectives 

While the Trust is primarily used to provide an accumulation solution for members which 
targets drawdown at retirement, it also offers members a decumulation solution when they 
reach their selected retirement age. This decumulation solution offers members a range of four 
different investment funds, referred to as ‘pots’, to provide continued investment during the 
decumulation phase. 

The ‘pots’ offer: 

 ‘Flexible Income’ - the objective of this pot is to provide growth above inflation to meet 
regular income withdrawals, whilst maximising the time until depletion, across market 
cycles. 

 ‘Later Life’ - the objective of this pot is to grow the pot (ideally in line with inflation), 
whilst reducing the fluctuations in the amount of income that can be theoretically 
bought using an annuity (i.e. maintaining annuity purchasing power). 

 ‘Rainy Day’ - the objective of this pot is to protect capital in all market environments, 
net of all fees. 

 ‘Inheritance’ - the objective of this pot is to provide growth above inflation over the 
long term to grow savings for inheritance or as a last resort to fund other pots. 

Members accessing the Smart Retire solution can choose from one or more of these retirement 
‘pots’, to best suit their own income requirements during retirement. 

Funds 

The funds used by the Smart Retire decumulation ‘pots’ are: 

Smart Retire 
Pot Platform Fund Underlying fund 

Flexible Income Smart Income Fund LGIM Retirement Income Multi-Asset Fund 

Later Life Smart Annuity Fund LGIM Pre-Retirement Fund 

Rainy Day Smart Cash Fund LGIM Cash Fund 
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Inheritance Smart Growth: Moderate Risk 
Fund 

LGIM Future World North America Equity Index 
Fund 
LGIM Future World UK Equity Index Fund 
LGIM Future World Europe (ex UK) Equity 
Index Fund 
LGIM Future World Japan Equity Index Fund 
LGIM Future World Asia (ex Japan) Equity Index 
Fund  
LGIM World Emerging Markets Equity Index 
Fund 
LGIM Global Developed Small Cap Index Fund 
J.P. Morgan Global Bond Opportunities Fund 
MV Dual Credit Fund 
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Appendix 4 – Implementation Statement 

Implementation Statement 

for the year ending 30 June 2021 
Welcome to our Statement of how we implemented the policies and practices in the Smart 
Pension Master Trust (the Scheme) Statement of Investment Principles during the year ending 
30 June 2021 (the Scheme Year). 

Why do the Scheme’s investments matter to me? 
The Scheme provides you with benefits on a defined contribution (DC) basis (sometimes called 
money purchase benefits). This means that the size of the benefits paid to you when you retire 
will depend on how much the funds where your savings are invested grow over the years. 

What is the Statement of Investment Principles (‘SIP’)? 
The SIP sets out the investment principles and practices we follow when governing the 
Scheme’s investments. It describes the rationale for the investment options which you can 
choose (including the default arrangement if you don’t make a choice), explains the risks and 
expected returns of the funds used and our approach to responsible investing (including climate 
change).  

The last review of the Scheme’s SIP was completed on 17 June 2021 and the next review will 
take place no later than 30 June 2022. 

The following changes were made to the SIP during the last Scheme Year: 

 The SIP was updated in September 2020 to address new disclosure requirements which 
came into effect from 1 October 2020 in relation to additional information on the 
Trustee’s stewardship policy and their arrangements with their asset managers.   

 Temporary amendment to the SIP in December 2020 to include the default 
arrangement for the Welplan Pension Scheme which was subsequently removed 
following the Welplan Pension Scheme transfer to the main default arrangement. 

 The SIP was updated in March 2021 to reflect the inclusion of the MV Dual Credit Fund 
within the Smart Growth - Moderate Risk fund, the growth phase of the default 
arrangement and to include the Barclays investment strategy (default arrangement and 
self-select fund range).  

 In June 2021, the SIP was updated to include investment options available in Smart 
Retire and to reflect updates to the Trustee’s climate change policy.  

If you want to find out more, you can find a copy of the Scheme’s SIP (and the Scheme’s Chair 
Statement) at www.smartpension.co.uk/governance/scheme-governance  

What is this Implementation Statement for? 
The Implementation Statement sets out how we have complied with the Scheme’s SIP during 
the last Scheme Year. The Implementation Statement will cover our review of the SIP, with an 
explanation of any changes made and describe the voting behaviour of our asset managers. 

How the Scheme’s investments are governed 
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As Trustee, we have overall responsibility for how the Scheme’s investments are governed and 
managed in accordance with the Scheme’s Trust Deed and Rules as well as Trust Law, Pensions 
Law and Pension Regulations. 

We have established an investment sub-committee which focuses on investment issues and 
makes recommendations to the full Trustee Board. 

The following changes to the Trustee and the governance processes were made during the last 
year: 

 A new Trustee Director, Nikesh Patel was appointed in April 2021. Following year end, 
in July 2021, he joined the investment Sub-committee and took on the role of Chair 
from Andy Cheseldine (who remains on the sub-committee alongside David Brown). 

The Trustee Directors continued to meet monthly via video conference, with full Board 
meetings being held every quarter.  

We have delegated day-to-day investment decisions, such as which underlying investments to 
buy and sell, to Legal & General Investment Management - LGIM (our investment platform 
provider and investment manager), as well as to HSBC, JP Morgan, MV Credit and Barclays 
(additional investment fund managers). 

We undertook the following during the last Scheme Year to ensure that our knowledge of 
investment matters remains up to date: 

 The Investment Sub-Committee met six times. 

 Investment issues are a standing agenda item on all quarterly meetings and a feature of 
many of the other meetings held in the year. 

 Received investment training and discussed specific investment issues including 
investment management stewardship, Task Force on Climate Related Disclosures, 
climate change and net zero, responsible and social impact investing, fund structures 
and pricings, tactical asset allocation and investing in post-Covid markets. 

 Reviewed the performance and ongoing suitability of the investment fund range. 

 An ESG Working Group was set up after the Scheme year end in July 2021 to address 
all requirements relating to the compliance with the TCFD regulations and later 
expanded to cover broader ESG issues including, but not limited to, developing ESG 
strategy and policies, an impact investing framework, a net zero transition roadmap, 
and various ESG industry commitments and regulatory requirements. More details on 
the work carried out by the ESG Working Group will be included in next year’s 
statement. 

We monitor how well our investment advisers meet the objectives agreed with them. The 
following objectives for the investment advisers remain in place: 

 Deliver an investment approach for the default option that maximises risk-adjusted real 
returns for members and reflects members’ likely benefit choices at retirement, reflects 
our beliefs and is agreeable with the Scheme strategist. Note that the concept of risk 
can change throughout a member’s career.  

 Provide advice in relation to self-select range that incorporates sufficient choice for 
members to meet their own needs in terms of investment return, investment risk and 
retirement choices, reflecting member feedback where relevant. 

 Provide advice on cost-efficient implementation of new strategies as required. 
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 Develop our knowledge and understanding of investment matters. 

 Provide services to support our ongoing governance that are proportionate and 
competitive in terms of costs relative to their peer group. 

 Provide relevant and timely advice that reflects our own policies and beliefs, including 
those in relation to Responsible Investment. 

 Ensure their advice complies with relevant pensions regulations, legislation and 
supporting guidance. 

We have also established measures to judge the performance of our investment advisers on 
an annual basis and will periodically review the appropriateness of the objectives. The triennial 
review of the Trustee’s Scheme investment advisers was carried out after the Scheme year to 
30 June 2021. The outcome of the review was to retain the Trustee’s current adviser, Hymans 
Robertson. This will be reported on in the next statement. 

How the default arrangement and other investment options 
are managed 
The objectives and rationale are set out in the SIP on pages 54 to 56 for the default 
arrangement and for the other investment options on pages 56 to 58. 

We have carried out our annual high-level review of the default arrangement and other 
investment options to ensure they remain suitable for most members. This involved: 

 Ensuring that the default arrangement complies with the charge cap. 

 Monitoring the investment performance of each fund. 

 Monitoring the turnover of the assets in which each fund is invested. 

 Considering whether the funds still meet the investment objectives we have set for the 
default arrangement and other investment options. 

With support from our advisors, we reviewed the ongoing suitability of the default 
arrangement, including asset allocation boundaries and elements of the underlying investment 
funds in September 2020. As part of this review, we identified scope to improve financial 
outcomes for our members from the Smart Growth Fund by revising the asset allocation 
tolerances around the core strategic asset allocation and through the introduction of a blended 
illiquid and liquid credit fund to help improve diversification.  These changes were implemented 
during Q4 2020 and Q1 2021 respectively. This review also identified scope to improve both 
financial outcomes and engagement with members through the introduction of an impact 
investment fund. We are taking a considered approach to implementation and have decided to 
adopt the Impact Investing Principles for Pension Schemes to guide our approach. As part of 
this we are considering our beliefs and wider industry practice. We currently expect to 
implement an allocation to impact investment in the first half of 2022. 

As reported last year we continue to progress the implementation of our new asset allocation 
which incorporates climate and ESG insight into the listed equity assets. After considering 
advice around the potential climate-related risks associated with transitioning to the new asset 
allocation, we decided to accelerate the completion of this process ahead of COP26. The new 
strategic asset allocation was fully implemented on 23 September 2021.  

We continue to assess the suitability of our wider fund range for members. We received formal 
advice in Q1 2021 confirming the current approach remains suitable, and that there are 
potential opportunities to enhance the range of choices for members in future. We plan to 
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consider suitability of the wider fund range again by the end of 2021 and will progress potential 
opportunities to enhance this in 2022. 

Over the Scheme year we made the following changes to ensure that the default arrangement 
continues to meet the needs of a majority of members: 

 Introduced an allocation to the MV Dual Credit Fund in the Smart Growth - Moderate 
Risk fund, used in the growth phase of the default arrangement. The fund offers 
diversification benefits with the aim to improve the potential risk-adjusted returns for 
members in the long-term. The MV Dual Credit Fund blends European leveraged loans 
with a global multi asset credit strategy providing liquidity as well as access to private 
credit.   

Over the Scheme year we made the following changes to ensure that the other investment 
options also continue to meet the needs of members: 

 We introduced an investment arrangement with Barclays for members introduced via 
their advisers, which is built using Barclays Wealth investment funds. 

Implementation of these changes and additional investment solutions occurred in March 2021. 

Other default arrangements 
The Scheme has three additional default arrangements which are used by different categories 
of members. These have come about due to the take-on and merging into our Scheme of other 
DC pension arrangements (and their members) which have closed, where sections within the 
arrangement have been closed, or where we have created new arrangements. We undertake 
ongoing governance and monitoring of these other default arrangements alongside the main 
investment strategy. One of these additional default arrangements was established during the 
Scheme Year (Barclays). The ex-Tesco default arrangement was established in 2020 and the 
ex-GenLife default arrangement in 2016. 

We have previously carried out an in-depth review of the ex-GenLife default arrangement to 
ensure it remains suitable for the closed group of members using it. The findings of this review 
were that the arrangement no longer fully meets the requirements of the membership and that 
the funds for these members be transferred to the main Smart default arrangement. This 
transition is due to take place at the start of 2022, postponed from the originally planned 
transition in early 2021. 

The ex-Tesco default arrangement was set up from March 2020 following investment advice 
from our investment consultant and we are satisfied that the ex-Tesco default arrangement 
remains suitable for those members. 

The Barclays default arrangement was set up from March 2021 following investment advice 
from our investment consultant and we are satisfied that this also remains suitable for those 
members. 

The Trustee’s investment beliefs 
We have developed a set of investment beliefs which are set out in the SIP on page 58 which 
we use as a guide when making investment decisions. 

We have started to review our investment beliefs more widely and will be looking to create 
more defined investment beliefs which can feed into our investment reviews and any changes 
we are looking to make.  
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The expected risks and returns on your savings in the 
Scheme 
The investment risks relating to members’ benefits are described in the SIP on pages 58 to 62 
and the expected returns from each type of investment used by the Scheme are set out in the 
SIP on page 62. 

During the last year, we believe that the default arrangement, with the allocation to the MV 
Dual Credit Fund, provides a suitable level of investment risk and return for the majority of 
members. 

Our views on the expected levels of investment risks and returns inform decisions on the 
strategic asset allocation (i.e., what types of assets and areas of the world the Scheme invests 
in over the longer-term) for the Scheme’s lifestyle options (which gradually change the funds 
in which your savings are invested as you approach retirement). 

We implemented changes to the strategic asset allocation of the Scheme’s default arrangement 
to target strong long-term returns and improve diversification. 

Platform providers and fund managers 
Choice of platform providers and funds 

We and our advisers monitor the service of the platform provider used by the Scheme by: 

 Receiving and reviewing quarterly updates from Legal & General regarding service 
levels and standards. 

 Receiving and reviewing assurance reports from Legal & General on internal controls 
of service. 

There have been no changes to the platform provider during the last year. 

We and our advisers monitor the performance of the funds used by the Scheme by: 

 Receiving and reviewing monthly fund performance data from Smart Pension Limited. 

 Receiving and reviewing fund performance data prepared and presented by our 
professional investment advisers on a quarterly basis. 

There have been no changes to the platform provider and the fund range during the last year. 

Ability to invest / disinvest promptly 

It’s important that your contributions can be invested promptly in the default arrangement, or 
the investment options you have chosen and that your investments can be sold promptly when 
you want to change where they are invested, transfer your pension pot to another scheme or 
your benefits are due to be paid out when you retire.  

We are satisfied that money can be invested in and taken out of the Scheme’s funds without 
delay as set out in the SIP. 

Changes in where funds are invested 

We will monitor the volume of buying and selling of the assets carried out by the fund managers 
for each fund members invest in. This is delegated to our investment advisers to monitor on an 
ongoing basis. Any unexpected changes or issues of concern will be brought to our attention 
for relevant action. 
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Short-term changes in the level of turnover of the assets in which a fund is invested may be 
expected when a fund manager alters its investment strategy in response to changing market 
conditions. However, a change in the level of portfolio turnover or the time the fund invests in 
an asset might indicate a shift in the amount of risk the fund manager is taking, which could 
mean that a fund is less likely to meet the objectives for which it was chosen by us. 

Such fluctuations form part of the broader research and monitoring process adopted by the 
investment adviser in communications with the fund managers, providing the opportunity to 
identify potential concerns and challenge these directly. In instances where this research 
process reveals a material concern, this will be raised with the Trustee for further consideration 
and potential action. 

We also assess the impact of trading in individual funds on an annual basis as part of our overall 
assessment of transaction costs (which are the costs incurred by fund managers as part of their 
day-to-day management of funds). Such assessments will lead to further action in instances 
where it is identified that transaction costs are higher than anticipated for particular funds. 
Over the course of the year, no such concerns were identified. The assessment of charges 
including transaction costs is set out in our annual Chair’s Statement. 

We are satisfied that the level of trading of the funds’ assets carried out by the fund managers 
has been consistent with the funds’ objectives as set out in the SIP. If you want to find out 
more, you can find a copy of the Scheme’s SIP and the Scheme’s Chair Statement at 
www.smartpension.co.uk/governance/scheme-governance  

Security of your savings in the Scheme 

In addition to the normal investment risks faced investing in the funds used by the Scheme, the 
security of your savings in the Scheme depends upon: 

 The financial strength of the investment platform provider used by the Scheme. 

 The financial strength of the fund managers used by the investment platform. 

 The legal structure of the funds the Scheme invests in. 

The financial strength of the platform provider and the fund managers has a bearing on the risk 
of losses to the Scheme’s members caused by the remote chance of one of these institutions 
getting into financial difficulties. The legal structure of the funds used has a bearing on the 
degree to which the funds’ assets are “ring-fenced” from the rest of the provider’s or fund 
managers’ business in the unlikely event that the provider or manager becomes insolvent. We 
also review, at least annually, the eligibility of members’ funds for protection under the 
Financial Services Compensation Scheme. 

During the last year, with the help of our investment advisers, we have considered information 
from the platform provider on the provider’s financial health and the structure of the funds 
used by the Scheme. 

There have been no changes to the structure of the funds used by the Scheme during the last 
year. We are not aware of any material reduction in the financial strength of the investment 
platform provider or the fund managers used by the platform in the last year. 

Conflicts of interest 
As described on pages 66 to 67 of the SIP, we consider potential conflicts of interest: 

 When choosing fund managers. 
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 When monitoring the fund managers’ investment performance and the fund managers’ 
approaches to investment stewardship and responsible investing. 

 When the fund manager is making decisions on where each fund is invested. 

We expect the fund managers to invest the Scheme’s assets in the members’ best interests. 
During the last year we considered the fund objectives when implementing the Barclays 
arrangement and selecting MV Credit as a new fund manager. As the funds used by the Scheme 
are held at arm's-length from the Trustee via an investment platform, we receive assurance 
reports from the platform provider on its own investment governance of the funds including 
potential conflicts of interest. 

The fund managers referred to above are also investors in Smart Pension Limited which gives 
rise to a perceived conflict. In reality, the material objectives for the investors and Trustee are 
aligned and so do not give rise to a significant concern, although this position is monitored on 
an ongoing basis. Conflicts of interest are declared at the outset of all formal Trustee, and sub-
committee meetings. 

We are satisfied that there have been no material conflicts of interest during the year which 
might affect members’ benefit expectations. 

Manager incentives 
As described on pages 67 to 68 of the SIP, we seek to ensure that the fund managers are 
suitably incentivised to deliver investment performance in keeping with the funds’ objectives. 

The funds used by the Scheme are held via an investment platform. While the detail may be 
subject to commercial confidentiality, we believe it is in the platform provider’s best 
commercial interests to ensure that the fund managers are suitably incentivised to meet their 
funds’ investment objectives. The Trustee expects, where possible, that the investment 
managers will make decisions based on assessments about medium to long-term, financial and 
non-financial performance of an issuer of debt or equity.  

In line with requirements that came into force following the Scheme Year, we will (with the 
help of our advisers) implement plans to monitor manager incentives on an ongoing basis. 

Responsible Investment 
We believe that responsible investing covers both sustainable investment and effective 
stewardship of the assets the Scheme invests in. 

Over the course of the Scheme Year and beyond, we have continued to develop our policies 
and beliefs in relation to responsible investment. During the Scheme Year, the SIP was further 
updated to articulate our policy on stewardship, including voting and engagement. We 
continue to evolve our policies to ensure they draw on the latest available evidence, views on 
best practice and the anticipated needs of members.  

Sustainable Investment 

We believe that investing sustainably is important to control the risks that environmental 
factors (including climate change), social factors (such as the use of child labour) and corporate 
governance behaviour (collectively called “ESG” factors) can have on the value of the Scheme’s 
investments and in turn the size of your retirement benefits. 

We have considered the length of time members’ contributions are invested in the Scheme 
when choosing and reviewing the funds used in the investment options. The Scheme 
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potentially has members joining from age 16 who could therefore have savings invested for 50 
years. 

We periodically review the platform provider’s and fund managers’ approaches to sustainable 
investing. We receive quarterly reports from our investment adviser on the performance of the 
fund range and how fund managers have handled these risks. 

During the Scheme Year, we continued to evolve our investment approach to increase the 
sustainability focus and reduce carbon footprint, by moving from traditional index-tracking 
funds to LGIM’s ‘Future World’ funds. In short, the Future World funds increase the focus on 
companies and underlying assets that demonstrate good environmental, social and governance 
efforts. LGIM’s approach continues to evolve to capture latest thinking and innovation in 
assessing the credentials of companies and underlying assets from a sustainability perspective. 
The ‘Future World’ funds exclude companies whose primary function is to mine coal, 
manufacturers of controversial weapons and perennial offenders of the UN Global Compact 
(for example, those involved in human rights, bribery or environmental violations). 

We have gone some way to consider specific sustainable investment themes and identify how 
these are being treated by our fund managers. A particular area of focus we will be considering 
over the next Scheme Year is impact investing and how we can align our investment strategy 
with making a positive change as well as the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals. We are 
continuing to look to develop our governance process to embed the assessment of 
sustainability themes (including climate change) through the reporting received from our fund 
managers and investment adviser, where they can. 

Over the Scheme year, we also pledged alignment to Make My Money Matter’s net zero 
pension schemes campaign and joined the Occupational Pensions Stewardship Council. 

Investment stewardship 
As described on pages 65 to 66 of the SIP, we believe it is important that the fund managers 
as shareholders or bondholders take an active role in the supervision of the companies in which 
they invest, both by voting at shareholder meetings and engaging with the management on 
major issues which affect a company’s financial performance (and in turn the value of the 
Scheme’s investments). 

As the Scheme’s investments are held via an investment platform operated by LGIM, we are 
not able to instruct the fund managers how they should vote on shareholder issues. We 
nevertheless: 

 Choose fund managers whose voting policies are consistent with the Scheme’s 
objectives. 

 Expect fund managers to vote in a way which enhances the value of the funds in which 
the Scheme invests. 

 Monitor how the fund managers exercise their voting rights. Currently this is delegated 
to our investment advisers. 

LGIM’s Future World funds embed stewardship and engagement at the core of their 
investment process. For example, the outcomes from LGIM’s engagement with underlying 
companies informs their assessment of the environmental, social and governance standards. 
This assessment then informs the weighting of individual companies in portfolios. Within the 
engagement process, LGIM add focus to companies deemed critical for meeting the aims of 
the Paris Agreement to limit climate change. 
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As part of our annual review process we looked our fund managers’ stewardship policies and 
practices. This review, which was supported by our investment advisers, included manager 
questioning and presentations from some of the Scheme’s largest fund management 
involvements including LGIM and Natixis. This process provided us with comfort on the 
approaches being taken by our fund managers in line with the expectations above, but also 
provided opportunities for us to work with our advisers to improve our fund managers’ 
stewardship capabilities. 

We have also engaged with all of our fund managers to understand their readiness to support 
our TCFD reporting requirements and will comment further in next year’s statement. 

How do we monitor this? 

We periodically review the platform provider’s and fund managers’ approaches to stewardship 
including voting and engagement policies, at least on an annual basis. 

Our approach is to focus on one or more of their fund managers each quarter to consider how 
they have voted at shareholder meetings and what topics they have discussed with the 
companies in which they invest. We also focus on areas for development identified from 
reviews of stewardship activity, which could include a fund manager’s approach for addressing 
climate change or how they report on the success of their approach. 

Our investment advisers receive quarterly reports from the fund managers on how they have 
voted at shareholder meetings and what topics fund managers have discussed with the 
companies in which they invest. Where appropriate, our advisers bring any voting, issues or 
concerns to our attention. 

The Red Line Voting policies set out minimum voting standards for environmental, social and 
governance issues and are expected to be applied to votes in relation to UK companies. We 
expect our fund managers to either vote in line with Red Line Voting policies or explain where 
this is not the case. From a climate perspective, Red Line Voting generally suggests voting 
against chair’s of management boards where there has been inadequate action to address 
climate change. There were no such instances over the year. 

LGIM, BlackRock (as the underlying investment manager used within the Barclays Wealth 
funds), JP Morgan, MV Credit and HSBC are all responsible for managing funds in which 
members’ assets are invested. The LGIM, BlackRock and HSBC funds have voting rights 
attached and are available to members as part of the default fund range or the self-select fund 
range. The full range of default and self-select funds available to members is set out from page 
71 of the SIP. 

The Smart Growth Fund is used in the default arrangement and during the Scheme Year a 
majority of members were invested in this fund.  

We consider ‘significant votes’ to be either companies with relatively large weightings in the 
funds members invest in, where there were shareholder issues that members are expected to 
have an interest, or where the subject of the resolution is expected to be financially material, 
such as climate change. 

The most significant shareholder votes and how the fund managers (LGIM, BlackRock and 
HSBC) voted during the last year for this fund were as below (JP Morgan and MV Credit 
manage fixed income funds which have no attaching voting rights): 
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Company Facebook Exxon Mobil Alphabet Royal Dutch 
Shell 

Resolution Approve 
Recapitalisation 
Plan for all stock 
to have one-vote 
per share 

Election of 
Gregory Godd 
and Kaisa 
Hietala 
(proposed by 
Engine No. 1) 

Approve 
Recapitalisation 
Plan for all stock 
to have one-vote 
per share 

Set and 
publish 
targets for 
greenhouse 
gas (GHG) 
emissions 

Date 26 May 2021 26 May 2021 2 June 2021 18 May 2021 

LGIM For  For For For 

BlackRock For For For Against 

HSBC For For For Against 

ISS 
recommendation 

For For For Against 

Red Line Voting n/a n/a n/a n/a  
The previous 
Chairman 
stood down, 
so voting 
against in line 
with Red Line 
Voting was 
not applicable 
in this 
instance. 

Comments The current 
ownership 
structure does not 
provide equitable 
voting rights 
reflecting 
ownership, with 
one individual 
controlling around 
60% of the voting 
rights but owning 
around 14% of 
the stock. All fund 
managers voted 
for an equitable 
one-vote per 
share approach. 

This was a 
landmark vote 
which saw the 
appointment 
of two 
directors 
proposed by 
activist fund 
manager 
Engine No.1 to 
drive 
sustainability 
standards on 
Exxon’s board. 
All fund 
managers 
voted in 
favour. 

The current 
ownership 
structure does 
not provide 
equitable voting 
rights reflecting 
ownership, with 
two individuals 
controlling just 
over 50% of the 
voting rights but 
own around 11% 
of the stock. All 
fund managers 
voted in favour.  

Although the 
vote was not 
passed, there 
was an 
increase in 
support from 
the previous 
year from 
14% in 2020 
to 30% in 
2021. Those 
voting against 
generally 
viewed that 
progress was 
already being 
made, 
whereas 
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those voting 
for felt that 
tougher 
action was 
required.  

Source: ProxyInsight. Red Line Voting policies apply to UK companies only. 

All fund managers responsible for investing in UK companies are asked to confirm whether 
their voting was aligned with the Red Lines set out in the Red Line Voting initiative. The Trustee 
was not aware of any instances where the Red Lines were triggered, and the fund managers 
voted differently over the scheme year. 

How do our fund managers implement their votes? 

Our fund managers often make use of proxy voting to inform their decision making, with ISS. 
LGIM uses ISS to place its electronic votes through ISS ProxyExchange. LGIM has a custom 
voting policy in place which incorporates their specific stances on issues such as climate 
change, as implemented through their climate impact pledge. BlackRock uses ISS for vote 
instruction, and they also use proxy research firms for custom recommendations. HSBC makes 
use of ISS to assist with global application of their voting guidelines. ISS provides 
recommendations highlighting resolutions which contravene HSBC’s voting guidelines. 

Our stewardship process is refined for each of our fund managers to reflect distinct asset class 
considerations and distinctions between listed and private markets investments. Although non-
equity assets do not have voting rights attached, our non-equity fund managers are all 
expected to support the delivery of their performance objectives and sustainable value through 
engagement and dialogue with parties they invest in.  

We are satisfied that the fund managers’ voting record on the companies in which their funds 
invest was aligned with the stewardship policy described in the SIP for the Scheme Year. We 
are also satisfied that the stewardship practices implemented by managers of non-equity assets 
was in line with expectations. 

During the next Scheme Year, we will build on our approach for monitoring our fund managers’ 
stewardship activities, incorporating key engagement themes. 

Impact Investing 
Impact investing relates to investments that are intended to have a positive and measurable 
environmental or social impact, alongside a financial return. For instance, investing in 
businesses and projects which benefit the local community or investing globally in companies 
and projects which are expected to have a positive impact on greenhouse gas emissions. We 
are of the view that impact investing can be of financial benefit to the Scheme’s members and 
consistent with the investment objectives of the Scheme’s investment options. 

We continue to explore the potential role of impact investing in the Scheme. Any changes to 
the Scheme’s investment approach will be reflected in the SIP and reported in this Statement. 

Ethical Investing 
We recognise that some members will have strong views on where their pension savings should 
be invested. 
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The Scheme offers members a choice of funds which cover a wide variety of asset classes and 
blends, including a Sharia Fund and an ethical global equity fund. 

Nevertheless, we recognise that it is not possible to cater for everyone’s views on non-
financial/ethical matters. 

We monitor the investments held by the Scheme’s ethical investment options. We also monitor 
developments in ethical investing funds which could be appropriate to the Scheme’s members. 

Our approach to ethical investing has not changed during the last year and the Scheme 
continues to offer ethical investment options for members in accordance with the SIP. 

More information 
We hope this Statement helps you understand how the Scheme’s investment of your savings 
for retirement has been managed in the last year. If you have any questions or feedback, please 
contact us by email or post: 

Email:     trustees@smartpension.co.uk  

Post:      The Trustee of the Smart Pension Master Trust 
c/o Smart Pension Limited 
The Smart Building, 136 George Street,  
London W1H 5LD 

 

Approved by the Trustee of Smart Pension Master Trust  

17 December 2021 
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Appendix 5 – Transaction costs 
The table below shows the transaction costs levied by the investment manager for each fund 
available under the Scheme. 

You can identify your series by logging into your account, going to the Investment funds page 
from the Dashboard and opening your investment guide. 

Funds with a (D) represent those used for the default fund. 

Series 1 

Fund Name  Transaction Cost Property Expenses 

Growth - Moderate risk Fund (D) 0.311%  
Growth - Higher risk Fund 0.036%  
Growth - Lower risk Fund 0.029%  
Income Fund (D) -0.026% 0.027% 

Annuity Fund (D) 0.024%  
Cash Fund (D) 0.006%  
All Stock IL Gilts Fund 0.023%  
Lower Risk Fund  -0.012%  
De Risking Fund  -0.568%  
Ethical Global Equity Fund -0.006%  
Sharia Fund 0.030%  
Future Fund  0.051%  
North America Equity Fund -0.024%  
UK FTSE 100 Equity Fund 0.032%  
World (ex UK) Dev Equity Fund -0.083%  
World Emerging Market Equity Fund 0.022%  
Overseas Bond-GBP Hedged Fund -0.022%  

Series 2/Ex-GenLife 

Fund Name  Transaction Cost Property Expenses 

Smart Pension Diversified Net Fund (ex-
GenLife) (D) -0.010% 0.034% 

Growth - Moderate risk Fund (D) 0.311%  
Growth - Higher risk Fund 0.034%  
Growth - Lower risk Fund 0.032%  
Income Fund (D) -0.026% 0.027% 

Annuity Fund (D) 0.025%  
Cash Fund (D) 0.006%  
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All Stock IL Gilts Fund 0.023%  
Lower Risk Fund  -0.012%  
De Risking Fund  -0.568%  
Ethical Global Equity Fund -0.006%  
Sharia Fund 0.030%  
Future Fund  0.023%  
North America Equity Fund -0.024%  
UK FTSE 100 Equity Fund 0.033%  
World (ex UK) Dev Equity Fund -0.016%  
World Emerging Market Equity Fund 0.022%  
Overseas Bond-GBP Hedged Fund -0.023%  

Series 3 

Fund Name  Transaction Cost Property Expenses 

Growth - Moderate risk Fund (D) 0.311%  
Growth - Higher risk Fund 0.037%  
Growth - Lower risk Fund 0.033%  
Income Fund (D) -0.025% 0.027% 

Annuity Fund (D) 0.025%  
Cash Fund (D) 0.006%  
All Stock IL Gilts Fund 0.023%  
Lower Risk Fund  -0.012%  
De Risking Fund  -0.568%  
Ethical Global Equity Fund -0.006%  
Sharia Fund 0.030%  
Future Fund  0.041%  
North America Equity Fund -0.024%  
UK FTSE 100 Equity Fund 0.033%  
World (ex UK) Dev Equity Fund -0.016%  
World Emerging Market Equity Fund 0.022%  
Overseas Bond-GBP Hedged Fund -0.022%  

Series 4 

Fund Name  Transaction Cost Property Expenses 

Growth - Moderate risk Fund (D) 0.311%  
Growth - Higher risk Fund 0.037%  
Growth - Lower risk Fund 0.032%  
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Income Fund (D) -0.025% 0.027% 

Annuity Fund (D) 0.023%  
Cash Fund (D) 0.006%  
All Stock IL Gilts Fund 0.023%  
Lower Risk Fund  -0.012%  
De Risking Fund  -0.568%  
Ethical Global Equity Fund -0.006%  
Sharia Fund 0.030%  
Future Fund  0.054%  
North America Equity Fund -0.024%  
UK FTSE 100 Equity Fund 0.033%  
World (ex UK) Dev Equity Fund -0.016%  
World Emerging Market Equity Fund 0.021%  
Overseas Bond-GBP Hedged Fund -0.0212%  

Tesco 

Fund Name  
Transaction 

Cost 
Property 
Expenses 

Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Growth Fund (D) -0.006% 0.041% 

Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Equity Fund (D) 0.121%  
Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Cash Fund (D) -0.017%  
Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Corporate Bond Fund (D) -0.024%  
Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Index Linked Gilts Fund 0.023%  
Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Nearly There Bond Fund (D) 0.083%  
Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Diversified Fund (D) 0.112% 0.136% 

Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Ethical Fund -0.005%  
Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Pre-Retirement Fund 0.013%  
Smart Pension (former Tesco MPS) Sharia Fund 0.030%  

Barclays 

Fund Name  Transaction Cost Property Expenses 

Barclays Wealth Global Markets 1 (D) 0.042%  
Barclays Wealth Global Markets 2 (D) 0.053%  
Barclays Wealth Global Markets 3 0.049%  
Barclays Wealth Global Markets 4 0.054%  
Barclays Wealth Global Markets 5 (D) 0.054%  
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